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It was Dr. Percy Boynton of Chicago who asked abruptly: 

"Who was the first person to call attention to the influence of 

Godwin on Brown?'' 

I do not know. Yet the question thrills me. It was pro -

bably Brown himself and if not Brown then his intimate friend Dunlap 

The materia l in which the ans1.1:·er to such a question would be found , 

could any answer be found, seems to ~be pretty safely immured in 

eastern libraries many of which are not open even to distinguished 

scholars. 

That there is , however, a vast amount of material in the 

country which would stimulate and satisfy a deeper research than I 

have been able to make has been a cause of aespair. Looking forward 

to the construction of a definitive biography of Brown, I have found 

myself drawn into fields of research too broad and lin~s of enquiry 

too strenuous to be incorporated in a master's thesis. I have dis

carded, therefore, for purposes of this paper such material as I 

have been able to collect suggesting 

(1) the manner in wh ch the influence of Godwin came to 

Brown , 

(2) the manner in which that influence has been reported 

by critics of the last century, 

(3) all material for a comparison of literary style and 

structure in the two writers, and 

(4) all the rriaterials for the analysis of the sentimental , 

romantic, Gothic and Quaker elements which should be 

made in a well~rounded study of these two men, 

The closest and to me most excit ng adventure wh ch these 

fields have afforded has been the study of William Dunlap whose 

dramatic , artistic, and pa.tr otic interests seem to me to have most 
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powerfully affected Brown who is known to have turned his hand to 

the writing of a prologue or the composition of a sedate poem with 

an interest which was probably only less than Godwin ' s because of 

the inferior staee in America. Godwin's passion for the stage we 

know to have been fostered not only by the opportunities in the 

England of his day to see many plays but by the personal acquain

tance and close friendship of such actors as Holcroft, Cooke , Cooper 

Mrs. Inchbald and Mrs . Siddons. 

The 1 ttle reading that I have been able to do on Dunlap 

hould be merely the model for similar investigation of Edwards 

whose theory of the suppression of human affections has been com

pared to Godvrin ' s doctrines on tl:le same subject; to Priestly, whose 

interest in the physical sciences, especially chemistry , and in the 

supernatural may very probably have led Brown to explore his fields 

1ong enough to apprehend the story possibilities in strange natural 

phenomena; to Franklin who , with Priestly, lived in the same city 

w th Brown; to Paine who had known Godwin and Mary Wollstonecraft 

in England and whose stories of French life must have come back to 

Ph ladelphia illum nated by all the journalistic energy and vivacity 

which was so little characteristic of Brown that a story like that 

of Martinette in Ormond stands out as conspicuous for a kind of all 

pervad ng excitement of authorship very d fferent from the sickly 

artificial ty of his attempts to be dramatically climatic elsewhere. 

Godwin's pupil, Torn Cooper, the actor , spent a year in New York with 

Dunlap and the club group of wh ch Brown and Dunlap wer e leading 

spirits: his b ography should be unearthed. Talleyrand spent a year 

in America - not far from Brown e ther: we would know wha.t he had to 

say to Philadelph ans and ew Yorkers on the subject of Mary oll

stonecraft. 

io xm 
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Sure I am that Mary Wollstonecraft in the begJ.nning had 

more to do w th the format on of Brown's thought than Godwin. 

Poss bly her influence was deeper and on the whole more last ng 

than Godwin's . All t-Y'lis w0uld come out in a study of Alcuin which 

I have here refrained from reporting on because I have seen only 

the first two parts , (all that the Congressional library boasts) , 

and I know that the other two sections (now ava lable I am told at 

Columbia) contains material without which it i~ unfair to judge t he 

first two. 

I have refrained from reporting on Carsol and t he other 

literary fragments of Brown partly because I have never had them 

in my hands long enough at a time to read them together and partly 

because I have never been able to make head nor tail of them nor 

see any sense in the reputed plans for an ideal commonwealth of 

which various cniticisms of Brown are full . To me the History of 

Carsol is merely a boyish attempt at imitation, an attempt to write 

something which should read like history and yet he purely imagi -

nary . Such an undertaking would seem to be in character with other 

undertakings of Brown's youth. 

All the foregoing being a type of exploration necessary 

to one not previously familiar with the field , I have wandered far 

and, 1. ke the symbolic fawn of Ruskinian fame, nave partaken of 

bad weeds and good, "some bitter and prickly ones good for" not me 

but for the thesis, which I should not have had " the slightest 

thought would have been so . " 

In consequence of all this, it has seemed best to narrow 

the subject from the Influence of Godwin on Charles Brockden Brown . - -
to Evidences in the Novels of Brown of the Influence of Godwin 

and from that to Evidences of Godw nian Influence , (not in all the 
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novels , but) In Wieland , Arthur Mervyn, Ormond , and Edgar Huntley. 

So far from attempting to complete the proof of such influence or 

from attempting to cover all phases of the subject , the writer has 

confined herself to 

(1) calling attention to the materials on which a complete 

treatment of proof would be based and, 

(2) suggesting, with respect to some of this material , 

its possible or probable value with reference to the 

undertaking of complete proof . 

Miss Loshe and .other critics have already indicated certain points 

in which Brown is indebted to Godwin: (1) the following study 

diffe rs from these , 

(1) in presenting some of the materials used as a basis 

for their improved assertions and 

(2) in showing the indebtedness of Brown not merely to 

the novel of the English writer but to a body of 

Philosophic doctrine of which the influence upon a 

work of art must be considerably different from the 

influence of form, style , and story- ingredients to 

which criticism of Brown is usually limited . That 

the field has not been preempted I have taken on 

faith, on the assurance of Mr. Moore, and on the 

word of Mr . Tom Peete Cross who has been at some 

pains to look the matter up for me . 

7.19 4m 
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1. DEFINITION OF TERM: "GODWINIAN INFLUENCE." 

In as much as we are in great doubt, because of the diffi- 11 

culty of getting at proper source material, as to whether Brown was 

more influenced by direct contact with the works of William Godwin 

or indirectly through intercourse with friends and disciples of the 

English philosopher, the term "influence" in this paper will be con

sidered as meaning indication of any reflection of Godwinian doctrine 

whether directly or indirectly derived from the man himself. When 

there is doubt as to whether a given line of thought in Brown's work 

can be laid to Godwin's influence, when there is any question as to 

whether it may not be the child of Brown's own· genius or the reflec

tion of some other source independent of Godwin, indication of that 

fact will be made. 

2. DATES OF MEN. 

11 

While the whole of the following list will be found conven, 

i e nt for occasional reference, attention is particularly called to 

the first group. 

Godwin 

Brown 

Mary Wollstonecraft 

Dunlap 

Priestly 

Cooper 

Paine 

Talleyrand 

Rochefoucauld 

Jonathan Edwards 

1756-1836 

1771-1810 

1759-1797 

1766-1805 

1733-1805 

1737-1809 

1754-1838 

1747-1827 

1703-1758 

l lO 1 



Barlow 

Holcroft 

Wordsworth 
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1754.;.1812 

174"5-1809 

1770-1850 

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF WORKS . 

GODWIN. 1 BROWN 2 

Political Justice 1793 

Caleb Williams 1794 

Memoirs of Mary Wollstone- 1798 
craft 

St. Leon 1799 

Life of Chaucer 1801 

Fleetwood 1805 

Mandeville 1817 

Treatise on Population 1820 

History of England 1824 - 5 

Cloudesley 1830 

Thoughts on Man 1833 

Deloraine 

Lives of the Necromancers 

1797 Alcuin 

1798 Wieland 

1799 Arthur Mervyn3 

1799 Edgar Huntley 

1799 Ormond.4 

1801 Clara Howard. 

1801 Jane Talbot 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
( 1) • 

( 2). 

(3) . 

( 4). 

Of three novels or romances written by Godwin during the year 
1783-4. Damon and Delia , The Italian Letters, and Imogen, a 
Pastoral Rqmance, no account need be taken. They have passed 
out of existence and apparently had no influence on anybody 
or anything . 
A Fairly complete bibliography of Brown ' s separate works , 
periodicals edited , contributions to periodicals, etc., is 
given in the Cambridge History of American Literature, Vol. 
I, PP • 527-28. 
Nine chapters appeared in the Philadelphia Weekly Magazine 
in 1798. 
Written December 1798. 
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3. DATES OF BOOKS. 

A comparison of the dates of works by Godwin and Brown 

here inserted will show that of all Godwin's work only his Politi-

cal Justice, his Caleb Williams , his St . Leon , and the Memoirs of 

his wife could possibly affect the work of Brown. Now Ormond was 

written in December 1798 so that St. Leon could not have affected 

the composition of that nor of the nine chapters of Arthur Mervyn 

which were published in 1798. This would leave, then, only the 

Political Justice and Caleb Williams and the Memoirs as possible 

written sources of the influence of his work upon the American 

author . Chronology would indicate a possible influence of St . Leon 

and the Memoirs upon Clara Howard and Jane Talbot . As a matter of 

fact , we shall find that there is no evidence in the works them

selves that Brown was still interested in Godwin. St . Leon is 

nevertheless interesting for its showing forth of a maturer and 

more human interpretation of Godw n's philosophy as softened and 

corrected by marriage and by the death of Mary Wollstonecraft, and 

it will on that account be frequently used as confirmation of 

tendencies originating earlier but tenacious of Godwin ' s mind as 

it developed during the next five years. 

4 . GODWIN'S PHILOSOPHY: SALIENT POINTS TO BE LOOKED FOR. 

Before giving any other explanation or condensat1on5 of 

GodVl n ' s philosophy, it may be as well t give Godw n ' s own "summa 

of principles, 116 upon which his work in Political Justice is based. 

(;)~--~~~-~~;~;~~-;~ii~~~-;~;~~~~;~~:-;~~-ii;-;~~1~-;~11~~~-;~~;~~ 
Vo 1 • I , Ch. 5 • 

(6) . Political Justice, London 1798, Vol. I, pp. :XXIII - XXYII. 

7.10.4m 
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"The reader, he says, "who will form a just estimate of the 

reasonings of these volumes, cannot perhaps proceed more judiciously 

than by examining for himself the truth of these principles, and the 

support they afford to the various inferences interspersed through 

the work ." 

r. 

"The tnue object of moral and 

political disquisition is 

pleasure and happiness. 

The primary, or earliest, class of 

human pleasures, is the 

pleasures of the external senses. 

In addition to these, man is 

susceptible of certain secondary 

pleasures, as the pleasures 

of intellectual feeling, the 

pleasures of sympathy, and· the 

pleasures of self-approbation. 

The secondary pleasures are probably 

more exquisite than the primary; 

or, at least, 

The more desirable state of man, 

is that, in which he has access 

to all these sources of pleasure, 

and is in possession of a happiness 

the most varied and uninterrupted. 

This state is a state of high civilization. 

-u--



II. 

"The most desirable condition of the 

human species, is a state of 

society. 

The injustice and violence of men in 

a state of society, produced the 

demand for government. 

Government, as it was forced upon 

mankind by their vices, so his 

it commonly been the c1•ea ti ve 

of their ignorance and mistake. 

Government was intended to suppress 

injustice, but it offers new 

occasions and temptations for 

the corn.mission of it. 

By concentrating the force of the 

community, it gives occasion 

to wild projects of calamity, 

to oppression, despotism, war 

and conquest. 

By perpetuating and aggravating the 

inequality of property, it 

fosters injurious passions, and 

excites men to the practice 

of robbery and fraud. 

Government was intended to suppress 

injustice, but its effect 

has been to embody and 

perpetuate it. 

0 
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III. 

"The immediate object of government, 

is security. 

The means employed by government, 

is restriction, an abridgment 

of individual independence. 

The pleasures of self-approbation 

together with the right culti

vation of all our pleasures, 

require individual independence. 

Without independence men cannot 

become either wise, or useful, 

or happy. 

Consequently, the most desirable state 

of mankind, is that which 

maintains general security 

with the smallest incroachment 

upon individual independence. 

IV. 

"The true .standard of the conduct 

of one man towards another 

is justice. 

Justice is a principle which proposes 

to itself the production of t he 

greatest sum of pleasure or 

happiness • 

.Justice requires that I should put 

myself in the place of an 

==========--iIJWartial... s~ectalor of 
l 0 D1 
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concerns, and devist myself 

of retrospect to my own 

predilections. 

Justice is a rule of the utmost 

universality, and prescribes 

a specific mode of proceeding 

in all affairs by which 

the happiness of a human 

being may be affected. 

v. 
"Dut y is that mode of action 

which constitutes the 

best application of the 

capacity of the individual, 

to the general advantage. 

Right is the claim of the individual, 

to his share of the benefit 

arising from his neighbor's 

discharge· of their several 

duties. 

The claim of the individual, is 

either to the exe rtion or 

the forbearance of his 

neighbors. 

The exertions of men in society 

should ordinarily be trusted 

to their discretion; their 

forbearanve, in certain cases, 

is a point of more pressing 
i 0 
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necessity, and is the direct 

province of political super

intendence, or government. 

VI. 

"The voluntary actions of men are 

under the direction of 

· their feelings. 

Reason is not an independent 

principle, and has no 

tendency to excite us to action; 

in a practical view it 

is merely a comparison and 

balancing of different 

feelings. 

Reason, though it cannot excite us 

to action, is calculated to 

regulate our conduct, 

according to the comparative 

worth it ascribes to different 

excitements. 

It is to the improvement of reason 

therefore, tha t we are to look 

for the improvement of our 

social condition. 

VII. 

"Reason depends for its clearness 

and strength upon the 

cultivation of knowledge 

- ----- ,., 
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The extent of our progress in the 

cultivation of knowledge, 

is unlimited. 

Hence it follows: 

• 

1. That human inventions, and 

the modes of social 

existence, are susceptible 

of perpetual improvement. 

2. That institutions calculated 

to give perpetuity to any 

particular mode of think-

ing, or condition of existence, 

are pernicious. 

VIII. 

"The pleasures of intellectual feeling, 

and the pleasures of 

self-approbation, together 

with the right cultivation 

·or all our pleasures, 

are connected with soundness 

of understanding . 

Soundness of understanding is 

inconsistent with prejudice: 

consequently, as few 

falsehoods as possible, either 

speculative or practical, should 

be fostered among mankind. 

Soundness of understanding is 

l.W ~m 
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connected with freedom of 
• enquiry: consequently opinion 

should, as far 

as public security will 

admit, be exempted 

from restraint. 

Soundness of understanding is con-

nected with simplicity 

of manners, and 

leisure for intellectual 

cultivation: consequently, 

a distribution of property 

extreme~y unequal, is 

adverse to the most 

desirable state of man . " 

The insertion of Godwin's own sunnnary is made with two 

views: (1) that the reader may have authoritative information as 

to what Godwin considered basal in his philosophy, and (2) that he 

may observe at first hand the characteristic solemni t y of Godwin's 

temper with regard to abstractions, his serene unconsciousness of 

~ sequitur and false assumptions, and his child-like trust in the 

inte rity of the individual generalization considered apart from it 

context. 

All this may prepare us somewhat for the following genera 

1deas of which the finding a reflection of any one in Brown should 

make us alert to the problem of source . The notions cited do not 

compose an epitome of Godwin's system: they are, rather, only those 

doctrines which will be of convenience in treating Brown. 

7.rn.4m 
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1. To political institutions may be traced three great 

evils: 

2. 

(a)• 

(b). 

( c). 

7 War - "the most terrible plague of mankind. 

Unjust penal codes. 8 

Despotism.9 

Robbery and fraud originate in 

(a)• Extreme poverty. 

(b). Ostentation of the rich. 

( c ) • In law as rendering permanent the tyrany 

of the rich. 10 

3 . The characters of men originate in their external 

circurnstances. 11 

(a). There are no innate 

12 principles, no instincts, 

for ~irtue. Accident. 13 

(b). Education, and government 

are factors in these 

"external circumstances." 14 

4. Men are liable to self-deception in 

regard to honorable motive 

and to misjudgment on 

the part of their fellows.15 

--------------------------------------------------------------------( 7). 
( 8). 
( 9). 
( 10). 
(11). 
( 12). 
( 13). 
( 14). 
( 15). 

L 

Political Justice, Vol. I, Ch. II, P• 7-8J London, 1798 
Ibid, Vol. I, Ch. II, P• i2 
Ibid, Vol . I, Ch. II, P• 13. 
Ibid, Vol. I, Ch. III, 
Political Justice, London 1798, Vol. I, Bk. I, Ch. IV. 
Ibid, pp. 30-31. 
Ibid, pp. 30-31. 

Ibid, PP• 46-49. 
Ibid, Ch. V, p. 63; also Bk. II, Ch. IV, P• 154. 
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5. The vices and moral weakness of 

man are not invincible. 16 

6 . Man is perfectible. 17 i.e., 

capable of improvement. 18 

7. Men act always upon preference 

and never choose evil except 

through ignorance.19 

8. Morality is that system of conduct which is deter• 

mined by a consideration of the greatest general 

good: he is entitled to the highest moral appro-

bation whose conduct is, in the greatest number 

of instances, or in the most momentous instances, 

governed by views of benevolence, and made subser

vient to public utility. 20 

9. Justice between individuals, as between nations, is 

determined by the comparative value of the lives of 

the individuals concerned.21 

(N.B.) . The illustrations Godwin gives have become 

famous. Were you Fenelon's valet it would be your 

duty to die, since your reason would tell you that 

his life was preferable to yours, or, were the case 

that of a choice between the life of your wife and 

------------------------------------------------------ ------------
(16). Political Justice , London 1798, Bk. I, Ch. V, P• .92. 
(17). Ibid, PP• 86-92. 
(18). Ibid, p. 93. 
(19). Ibid, Ch. VII, P• 108. 
(20). Political Justice, London 1798 1 Vol. I. Bk. II, Ch. 1, P• 121. 
(21). Political Justice, London 1798, Vol. I Bk. II, Ch. I , PP• 122 
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that thot of another woman, were the other woman's 

life, viewed from th~ rationalistic point of view , 

of more moment to the world than your wife's , you 

would save her and let your wife die. The case of 

your benefactor and one not your benefactor would 

be parallel. 22 

10. Justice requires that I meet the need of my neighbor 

out of any wealth I may have over and above 

my own needs; his need constitutes a claim 

upon me but my giving him is not a favor. 

"It is impossible for me to confer upon any 

man a favor; I can only do him a right . 1123 

11. Virtue is "any action or actions of an intelligent 

being , proceeding from kind and benevolent 

intention, and having a tendency to contri

bute to general happiness. 11 24 

"Intention," however , "is of no further value 

than as it leads to utility: it is the means , 

not the end. n25 

12. Duty is the application of capacity in an intelligent 

being to the real , not imaginary benefit of 

mankind , whatever the motive may be. One can

not don his duty while laboring under preju

dice, nor can it ever be ones duty to do 

wrong. 26 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
~82). Political Justice , London 1798, Vol . I , Bk. II , Ch . I , PP • 

(23). 
( 24). 
(25). 
( 26) . 

127-129. 
Political Justice , London 1798, Vol . I, Bk . II , Ch . II, p . 136 
Ibid, Ch. IV, P• 149. 
Ibid , P• 156. 
Ibid' Ch . IV I p. 15T. 
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13. We have no right to "do what we will with our own" 

but in doing with it for others we are to use 

our discretions.27 

14. In matters of conduct a man's individual understanding 

constitutes his right of private judgrnent.28 

15. Promises are justifiable only as a means toward justice 

and absolute promises are evil. 28~ 

16. Virtue is the otlfspring of unders t.anding. 29 

17. Sincerity and truth-tellhlg are related to virtue as 

(.1) making for freedom of mind, 

(2) for intellectual improvement, and 

(3) for benevolence.30 

18. Necessity, not free will, is the principle of intellect

ual tranquility , 31 and modifies our ideas of punish

ment and repen~ance . 32 

19. The doctrine of self-love is absurd: benevolence does 

20. 

indeed rest upon love of pleasure and involves the 

personal, but the disinterested and direct motive 

seems to maintain its integrity in the human mind.33 

Pleasure is the only absolute good; the me ans of plea~ 

sure are relative goods. 

Pain' is the only absolute evil, the means of pain are 
. 34 

relative evils . 

--------------------------------------------------------------------(27). Ibid, Ch. V, 
(28). Ibid, Ch. VI, P• 181. 
(29). Ibid, Ch. V. Book. IV. 
(30). Ibid, Ch. VI. 
((31). Ibid, Ch. VIII. 
32). Ibid, Ch. VI I I. 

{33). Poli t ical Justice, Lond. 1798 , Bk. IV. Ch. XI, P• 
( 34). Ibid I p. 440 . 
{28~) I bid , Bk. III , Ch . II I. 
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The benevolent person and the person of taste 

enjoy most. Therefore it is the duty of re

formers to help raise the general level of en

joyment of humanity by developing the capacity 

of individuals in classes, not by destroying 

classes and ranks. 35 

The for egoing are notions taken from volume one which deal 

large ly wi th abs t ract principles which are more definitely applied 

in volume t wo to existing human institutions. Brown seems not to 

have had the political chip on his shoulder as did Godwin - theref ore 

can pass over much of the discussion of legislative and executive 

power with its analyses of monarchy and the causes of war, of the 

effect of opinion in its relation to political institution, of 

crimes and puni shments, till we come to the chapter on law. 

Godwin's chief objections to law §~em to be 

(1) that law attempts to classify cases which, accord

ing to his previous theory, would make law an instrument 

36-'91 of rankest injustice in dealing with the individual. 

(2) that laws tend to prolong civil confusion regard

ing property.38 

Godwin's high feeling against the contemporary distribu

tion of property has already been intimated. It remains for us here 

to point out that he hoped, by a redistribution of property on the 

Principles that one should own only such property as he could make 

the best use of for the general good,39 

------- ------------
( 35). ;~ii~i~~i-;~~~!~;:-~~~~~~-i;9~:-;~i:-~:-~~:-~;~-;h. XI. 
(36). Political Justice, London 1798, Vol.II, Bk. VII, Ch.VIII. 
(37). He takes a dig at the dishonesty of lawyers on page 404. 
(38). Same as (1) • 
. (39). Pol tical Justice, London 1798, V. II, Bk . VIII,Ch.II , p.432 
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(1) · to equalize the distribution of manual 

labor,40 

(2) to increase leisure for a11.41 

(3) to do away with unprofitable lu:xury.42 

Much of this sounds familiar to our ears but one is 

I tempted to throw over all Godwin's teaching when he shows himself as 

lacking in perveption of human needs as he does in Book. VIII where 

he objects to the present institution of marriage on the basis of 

its trea tment of woman as property, as with other kinds of property. 

He deplores the element of permanence in the marriage tie,43rorgett-

ll ing here as he does in similar criticism of government and of 

religions, that of all salutary, prophylactic, and educational ele

ments in human experience, permanence is one of the most discipli

nary and soothing balms of the soul. With the intense egotism of 

the self-styled rationalist, he finds deception to be the chief evil 

of incons t ancy and presumes· it possible that, in a state of society 

j where everything is left to individual judgment there can ever occur 

so anomalous a phenomenon as that of two persons being absolutely 

just to each other in a decision to quit their attachment. 44 

" In spite of the rationalism which Godwin insists is the 

basis of benevolence and hence should control all motive , he fails 

1 utterly - throughout his philosophy - to see the selfishness of the 

individualism implied in the right of private judgment as he inter

prets tha t right. we see his world break up into a million shatter

ed bits of star dust, sterile and useless fragments of a beautiful 

---
( 40 )~--;~11~1~~i 
(41). Ibid. 
(42). Ibid. 
(43). Political 
(44). Political 

---------------------------------------------------
Justice, London 1798, Vol. II, Bk. VIII,Ch. VI. 

Justice, London 1798, Vol. II, Bk. VIII, Ch. VIII. 
Justice, London 1798, Vol. II, Bk. VIII, Ch. VIII. 
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ideal world which he hoped to build by sheer force of logic and 

scientific choice . As is common with scientific monomaniacs. 

Godwin through intolerable self sufficiency leaves out the one ele

ment that might have made his philosophy complete and true- i.e., 

really scientific-: he fails to recognize the constructive ration

ality of self-sacrifice ,of sacrifice even of private judgment, of 

sacrifice of private judgment for purposes of self-education, self

realization in the common lot, the education that experience in a 

world of a million private judgments give us. Admitting that the 

evol~tion of a society which shall exist on a purely rational basis 
45 

will be slow , he does not even make that society worth evolving 

for he takes absolutely no account of that rough and tumble struggl 

of existence which makes rationality really rational in the supple

mentary relations of the individual and society. In other words , 

in spite of all his emphasis upon benevolence, Godvrin in Political 

Justice fails utterly to understand the rationality of team work 

in government , in society, in marriage. 

If conversation be one of the hapuy privileges of marri 

age ~6we regard it as only one . Of the necessity of a great out 

side objective in married life , a mutual interest which shall be 
47 

as a third person- a child of conjugal love - Godwin has no con-

ception. For the present, real objectives, wheR these real ob

jectives are real children, may become wards of the state. Educa-
48 

tion wil l become a public matter . Parentage, by implication, 

being rooted in the physical- which Godwin's rationality is too 

c~5):-;~i:-3~;ti~~:-i~~~~~-i798:-;~1:-ii-B~:-;~:------------------ -
<46). "We may all enjoy her conversation. " P. J . Lond.1798,p.511. 
(47). Compare Richard c. Cabot: Friends and Foes of Love , Atlantic 

Monthly . January 1914 . 
(48) . Not necessarily State education: See P.J. Lond.1798,p.512. 
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[ irrational to esteem as having any function in the development of a 

soul, parentage becomes utterly subordinate to reason, and mind, 

in the ideal world , will become so dominant over matter that the 

evolution of man by generation will no longer be necessary and the 

last brood of humans will be all mature men, complete in themselves,

irnmortal ~ virtue of intellect! 49 

U m 
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Miss Loshe in her Early Arner can Novelists g ves the 

following digest of Caleb Williams. 

"The story of Caleb Williams may be summarized briefly. 

Caleb, a lad of unusual ab lity, the son of a small farmer has be -

come the secretary of Falkland, his landlord. In his anx e y to 

discover the cause of fits of·melancholy and nsane wanderings hie 

at times affect the benevolent and accomplished Falkland, illiams 

is led to believe that his patron is really guilty of a murder for 

which he has been once tried and acquitted . Henceforth his pass_on 

ate curiosity, to whose satisfaction, he says, he would have sacrl 

f ced liberty and life , leads him to attempt every means to discove 

the truth. Falkland comes upon . illiams n the act of l_f ng the 

cover of a mysterious chest , and in a pssion of mpatience tel s all 

the story of his guilt, and his deteI"J'Tl nat on to h de it a any 

cost. Williams still loves and admires his master , horn he con

siders crim nal only through the force of circums ances acting on 

his really noble qu8l ties . But Falkland d strus s his de ot on, 

maddens him by a petty tyranny of suspicion, and dr ves h m to an 

attempted flight . Caleb s captured , and mprisoned on a charge of 

theft arranged by Falkland. 

illiams escapes from prison, bu is prevented y FalA

land ' s emissaries from lea ng the country. In London he lives the 

life of a hunted creature , constantly recognized by Falkland ' s 

spies and dr ven to new disguises, unt 1 he s seized an taken 

before a magistrate . Maddened by the long-drawn terror of h s hid-

ng, he denounces Falkland, only to be reproached w 

to theft. Falkland appears and tells Williams tha 

h a ng lying 

the apparent 

persecut on was only a test of the lad's fidel ty to h oath, a 

test in which he has failed . Henceforth, wherever he goes , he iil 

-

_____________________ . 7.1-'.tm ~-
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alv1ays be in his patron 's power, and always be pursued by his 

revenge. To Falkland reputation is the dearest th ng on earth 

therefore his revenge will be to take reputation from Williams. 

Therefore Williams is followed from place to place by 

emissaries from Falkland , who, by spreading the s ory of his theft 

and ingratitude , make him an outcast from each community that has 

sheltered h m. Deprived of his livilihood, his friends, his be

trothed , he forgets the reverence for Falkland which has persisted 

through all his sufferings , returns to his nat_ve place, and brings 

a solemn accusation against his former master. Confronted with the 

feeble, almost dying , Falkland, Williams s overcome with grief for 

what he has done. Falkland , convinced too late of Caleb's sincerit~ 

praises his hero c patience , acknowledges the crime , and dies . 

Godwin leaves his hero a prey to eternal remorse , dramat cally 

inquiring, "of what use are talents and sent ments r the corrupt 

llilderness of human society."" 

7.19.4m 
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5. The Relation Between Godw n's Theor es as set forth 

in Political Justice and His rovels , makes a stu correspon ng 

somev·hat to a stu y of one phase at least of the relat on bet cen 

God • n and Brown. Attention is called to a Un vcrs_t of Ch cage 

.aster's Thesisl bv illiams Fenn De [oss wh ch establ shes the .. 
close relationship of Godwin's theory and f _ction and proves the 

funct on of St . Leon as an intentional corrective of certa n pr n-

c les ' in Polit ca l Justice - notably the theory of marr age treat

ed therein. 
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Lillie Deming Loshe gives the following summary of the 

story of Wieland in her "Early American Novel."l 

"The narrator is Clara Wieland, a young woman of the 

educated and independent type just then appearing in fiction. 

Like Caleb Williams, and like most of Brown's other personages , 

she begins by lamenting the singularity of her fate - "the 

experience of no human being can furnish a parallel; that 

I beyond the rest of mankind should be reserved for a des-

tiny without alleviation and without example." She then 

describes the Wieland family, peaceful, cultured, rather 

pedantic, dwelling tranquilly on the banks of the Sc uylkill. 

Their favorite gathering place is "what to the common eye 

would seem a swmner-house, 11 but is in reality a temple built 

by the older Wieland, a re~igious monomaniac, who in that 

very temple died a mysterious death, apparently by spontaneous 

combustion. In spite of the associations of the place .the 

family meet there daily, and pass happy hours discussing the 

latest German poetry, comparing texts of Cicero, "turning 

over the Della Crusca dictionary, 11 and "bandying quotations 

and syllogisms." 

This learned peace is soon disturbed by the arrival of 

a mysterious stranger, Carwin, a travelling acquaintance of 

Wieland's brother-in-law, Plyel1, Garwin's strange persona

lity and expressive voice have a fascination for Clara, which 

she for a time mistakes for the "first inroads of a passion 

( ------------------------------------------------------------------
l). Loshe, Lillie Deming: The Early American Novel; P• 37 

Columbia University Press, 1907. 
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incident to every female heart." Mysterious voices are 

heard around the temple; Wieland , on his way thither , hears 

his wife warning him away ,- yet on returning to the house 

finds that she has not left her chair. A voice in the dark 

warns Clara of a power that would injure her, and promises 

protection. Strange voices are heard quarreling at night 

in the house in which Clara lives alon~ with her maid, and 

when she, fleeing, falls senseless on her brother's thres • 

hold, a voice of more than mortal power calls the household 

to her aid. Not content with establishing a supernatural 

reign of terror , the mysterious power convinces Clara's 

lover, Phyell, of her faithlessness, by causing him to hear 

her voice making the most disgraceful avowals to another. 

In disgust, Plyell hastily decides to return to Germany , 

and Clara vainly pursues to dissuade him . On her return she 

finds that her brother has sue umbed to the family tendency 

to insanity, and, at the instigation of the mysterious voices, 

has killed his wife and all his children as a divinely 

demanded sacrifice. After a long illness in another city 

Cl~ra returns to her house on a farewell v sit . There she 

is confronted with Carwin, who acknowledges that, by what 

he calls biloquialism or ventriloquism, he has himself been 

the author of the mysterious voices. Wieland, who has es

caped from prison, now appears and prepares to finish his 

task by the sacrifice of Clara. In order to dissuade him 

from the deed Carvr n again assumes the mysterious voice• 

At its rebuke ieland suddenly recovers from his insanity, 

realizes what he has done, and stabs himself. Carwin escapes. 

The story does not follow his adventures further, but devotes 

- - -

1111---~ 
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a few pages to· the fate of Clara , who finally becomes the 

wife of lyell•. In the last paragraph a moral is drawn , 

somewhat - abruptly , from the events of the tale. 11 
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Let us now consider the evidences here of Godwinian 

influence. 

THE PURPOSE OF THE STORY. 

Did Brown have any such purpose in view as did Godwin when 

he constructed in Caleb Will ams a plot which should carry out in 

action and character an llustration of the thesis n Political 

Justice? We must look to Brown's own statement first. In his "Adve 

tisement"l he says of the author; ''His purpose is neither selfish no 

temporary, but aims at the illustration of some important branches 

of the moral constitution of man . " What these "important branches" 

are he does not say. 

Nor does he elsewhere at least not more specifically than 

in (1) the opening paragraph of the book - in which Clara Wieland 

excuses the publication to her friend of sorrows and distresses hie 

we of the twentieth century know to have been capable of suppression 

by heroines of the eighteenth. She ·Says: "If it be commun_cated to 

the world, it will inculcate the duty of avoiding deceit . It will 

exem lify the force of early impressions, and show the immeasurable 

evils that flow from an erroneous or _mperfect disc_pline." 

Just what or just how much Brown means by mperfect disci 

pline" is uncertain. Nowhere else in the b ook does he use the term. 

The general tenor of the tale and the frequent reference to educa-

tion might lead one to suppose that he referred to forrre.l moral 

tra. ning. 

On the other hand ersonal responsib lity seems not to be 

de endent upon or cond t oned by early tra_n ng: th s seems to be 

mplied, at least, in (2) the last paragraph of the b ook in what 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
(1). Wieland: Phil. 1 87 p . 23. 
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Miss Loshe calls the "tacked on" mora l. " I l eave you t o mor a lize 

on this tale . That virtue should become t he victim of treachery is , 

no doubt , a mournful consideration; but _t w 11 not escape your 

notice , that the evils of which Carw n and ~axwell were the author s 

owed their existence to the errors of the sufferers ••••••••...•.•.• 

-If Wieland has framed juster notions of moral duty and of the divine 

a.ttr butes , or if I (Clara Wieland) had been gifted with ordinary 

equanimity or foresight , the double - tongued deceiver would have beer 

baffled and repelled . n2 The clause "If I had been gifted with or di · 

nary foresight" rather spoils the theory that responsibility is de -

pendent upon education in morals . 

To tell the truth Brown ' s philosophy is not very clearly 

thought out . one is reminded by him of Pope who because of physi 

cal infirmity could not grasp and assimilate a whole philosophy at 

once , but must needs give out small b ts of truth rather than a 

well developed system. Like Pope > Brown , a man of uncerta n health 

(he was of a consumptive diathesis , begins ann ends with a ~efin-

ite philosophic idea , but he forgets about it in the excitement of 

composition and , whether from fatigue of m nd or not , fa_ls to make 

connections n the middle. For instance , granted that we know what 

he is talking about when he refers to "erroneous or imperfect dis 

cipline" - we f nd no d rect reference to that self d sc_pline 

w ich depends upon early moral tra ning except in the case of 

Clara who has considerable debate with herself and much burning of 

heart because , conforming to the delicacies and prejudices of 

convent onal female tra n ng , she had 

------------- -------------------- ----------------------------------
(2) . Wieland: Phil . 1887 , P• 263 . 
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failed to give to an undeclared lover any intimation that she loved 

him! 3 In her misery she comes to the conclusion "that those senti

ments which we ought not to disclose it is criminal to harbour. 114 

This, you see, comes back to the "duty of avoiding deceit" mention .. 

ed in the introduction as one of the principles which it was the 

purpose of the novel to illustrate. With regard to this principle 

at least one direct accusation is actually made and that in the 

middle of the .book: such "preposterous and criminal" scruplez: of 

reserve in affairs of love are, she affirms, "bred in all hearts 

by a perverse and vicious education. 115 

Compare the actual development in the middle of the book 

of a principle announced in the introduction with the implication 

of application of the principle in the following. For this same 

"duty of avoiding deceit" is implied but only implied,in the case 

of Carwin, throughout chapters twenty-two, twenty-three, and twenty 

four, the chapters in which he explains to Clara that he had him

self produced the voice from. Heaven which had influenced Wieland 

to commit his crimes and that his gift of mimicry had been the 

means of persuading Plyell of the falseness of his lady. "I have 

deceived you," he announces; '' I have sported with your terrors; 

I have plotted to destroy your reputation." That reference to 

expressed principle is here extremely tenuous is obvious. 

But, be it noticed, throughout these chapters the evil 

of deceit is presented almost exclusively as (1) an evil which is 

evil, not because of the implied condition of mind, but because of 

its inconvenient consequences, and (2) as an accident of character 

(;;~--;1;1~~~:-;h11:-i887:-;h:-~:--------------------------------
(4). Wieland. Phil. 1887. Ch. IX, P• 99. 
(5). Wieland. Phil. 1887. Ch. IX, P• 98. 

l 20 Ul 
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entirely subordinate to motive. 

Of deceit as an evil bec'ause of consequences, Carwin· rue-

fully explains his spur-of-the-moment lie about his intention of 

violating Clara's honor; "I did not consider that the truth would 

be less injurious than any lie which I could hastily frame. 116 Of 

deceit as an evil subordinate to motive, the whole question is 

always wrapped up with that of guilt or innocence. "I am innocent. 

I intended no ill; but my folly" (deceitful use of his power of 

ventriloquism), "indirectly and remotely, may have caused it. 117 

This from Carwin - the arch villain of the book. See how Clara 

regards the use of such deceit. She has just upbraided him thus: 

"What!" "Was not thine the voice that conunanded my brother to 

imbrue his hands in the blood of his children? - to strangle that 

angel of sweetness, his wife? Has he not vowed my death, and the 

death of Flyell , at thy bic'ding?_ Hast thou not made him the butcher 

of his fami l y? - changed h~m who was the glory ~f his species into 

v1orse than brute?"8 Then, (note the sudden transition), "Carw1n's 

eyes glared and his limbs were petrified at this intelligence. No 

words~ requisite to prove him guiltless of these enormities. 119 

(The italics are mine). This from Clara! lO --

II 

Preoccupation with motive and its relations to virtue and 

vice is characteristic of the book as a whole• In the case of eac, 

character - some virtue or some vice, or the two acting as foils 

to each other, determine the plot down-fall of that character. In 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
(6) . Wieland. Phil. 1887, Ch. XXIII, P• 227. 
(7) . Wieland . Phil. 1887. Ch. XXII , P• 215. 
(8). Wieland. Phil. 1887. Ch. XXII, P• 216. 
(9). Wieland, Phil. 1887. Ch. XXII, P• 216. 
(lo}. Three other passages may be cited: Wieland 's own judgment of U his own innocence because of pure motive, p. 243, his daughte 's 

aith in the sanctity of her father's m t ve, p. 200, and her 
aking it for granted that the readP~ Would exempt Carwin • 
• 252. ~ 

J. )u 'll 
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each case, it is his motive which saves him from condemnation. 

Let it be noted that condemnation or the lack of condemnation never 

in the case of motive passes ~ into plot action. That is, Brown 

in this book never lets his characters suf'fer from good or evil . 

motive. Condemnation does pass over into action, in the case of 

irrationality, of deceit, of short sightedness, of curiosity, of 

mistaken education, but never in the case of motive. 

As we have seen, Clara attributes her own (plot) downfall 

to mistaken modesty; she attributes Plyell's downfall to failure to 

weigh evidence and to over great trust in his senses; · and she re

ports Wieland 's as follows: 11 Fallen from his lofty and heroic sta

tion; now finally restored to the perception of truth; weighed to 

earth by the recollection of his own deeds; consoled no longer by a 

consciousness of rectitude for the loss of offspring and wife,- a 

loss for which he was indebted to his own misguided hand,-Wieland 
11 

was transformed at once into the man of sorrows!" 

All this has to do with story material. - introductory 

state of mind, deeds, fits of insanity, disillusionment-the mater

ial of a psychology plot. In the paragraph innnediately following, 

we have Brown's criticism. of lieland ' s character, in Clara's words 

to be sure, but nevertheless Brown's criticism: "He reflected not 

that credit should be as reasonably denied to the last as to any 

former intimation; that one might as justly be ascribed to erring 

or diseased senses as the other. He saw not that this discovery in 

no degree affected the integrity of his conduct;that his motives had 

lost none of their claims to the homage of mankind; that th~ pre

ference of supreme good, and boundless energy of duty, were undimi-

-------------------------------------------------------------------(11). Wieland . Phil. 1887. Ch. XXVL, P• 249. 
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n shed in his bosom. 11 12 

Now this contra.st of plot downfall - (illustration of 

philosophy applied to life) and Brown's criticism of the character 

susta ning that plot constitutes the climax of the story. That it 

was meant by Brown to be so is proved by its position near the end 

of the book and at the most dramatic point in the story, by the 

fact of its centering around the chief actor of the tale, and by 

the fact tha.t the first revelation of the reason for the title of 

the book is here given: - "Wieland was transformed at once into the 

man of sorrows. 1113 

The climax of a psychological story, especially of a 

tragedy, impl es the contrast of what was w th what might have 

been, of what is , with what might be. The crisp French plot leave 

the might-have -been for the reader to construct for himself. 

Brown's criticism of Wieland takes the place of the might-have-bee • 

If inartistic and un-French, it at least gives us the key ·to the 

philosophy of the pa.Ptianlar tragedy Brown is here presenting and, 

qua key, (since analysis of the cause of a tragedy always reveals 

the author 's purpose in constructing a literary form for it at all , 

the key to Brown's philosophic purpose in wr ting ieland. 

We are here using the term philosophical in its literary 

rather than its sc entific sense. As we have earlier indicated, 

the word philoso hy in its technical sense is almost too dignified 

a word to apply to Brown's moral themes. Yet, even·used in this 

way, can we speak of Brown's philosophic purpose n ieland as 
)· 

being~odwinian in type? I believe that we can. 
~ 

In the first place motive itself s , as we have seen, 

one of the basal topics of Godwinian doctr ne.14 rt· is not , to be 
-----------------------------------------------------------------( 12 ieland: Phil. 1887, Ch. XXVI, p. 249. 
(13 • Wieland : Phil. 1887, Ch. XXVI, p. 249. 
(14). Pol. Justice: Lond. 1798: Vol . I, Bk . II, Ch. IV. 
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sure, the theme of Caleb Williams whose av-owed purpose in writing 

his memoirs is that posterity, "seeing in my example what sort of 

evils are entailed upon mankind by society as it is at present con-

stituted, might be inclined to turn their attention upon the foun

tain from which such bitter waters have been accustomed to flow." 15 

Of direct inveighing against society there is little evidence in 

Wieland. 

But we do find here the Godwinian formula for the theme of 

a thesis novel - which expressed mathematically would read - 'Let a 

straight line be drawn between some Godwinian thesis {a) and its 

plot illustration - and a straight line between another Godwinian 

thesis (b) and the author's criticism of the first line. Then, 

though they would normally intersect in real life (and in the storie 

of any but sentimentalists) let them remain parallel through the 

last chapter and meet, if they meet at all, in the only place where 

parallel lines are reputed to meet - in eternity. Such fanciful 

diagraming of a situation which is only partly logical can be little 

more than suggestive. And yet how otherwise ~ one indicate the II 
plan of procedure of the sentlmental rationalist when he undertakes I 

to write a story? That Godwin's avowed ethical purpose in writing 

Caleb Williams seems to be more fully accomplished than Brown's 

moral one (as he states it) is due to the advantage of Godwln's 

point of view. He regards a moral theme as something to be proved; 

He keeps his eye on his theory; whereas Brown regards the same 

theory as just so much dramatic material - just so fine a starting I 
Point f or a plot. A moral theory is to him a psychological situa-

tion and a psychological situation is valuable not so much for the 
---------------------------------------------- --------------------(15). Caleb Williams: N. Y. 1904: P• 367. 
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philosophy involved as for the story that can bd evolved from it. 

But , it may be objected, Brown is known to have pretty 

closely followed suggestions from r eal life in developing the plot 

of Wielarn . 16 Might he not have worked backward from that objective 

material to the thesis end? Yes, he might so have done, but he did 

not have his plot - his real story - until he had brought together 

the uninterpreted chain of events developing from the insanity of a 

New York farmer . and the psychological explanat on of those events; 

and contrasted them with his theory or criticism of these events. 

It is the moral situation in which Wieland (and for that ~atter 

the narrator and other characters) finds himself that constitutes 

the climax of the story. And , as we have insisted before , it is in 

.the climax of the tragedy that we find the key to the purpose of a 

story. And it is of purpose that we are here treating . 

l l O m 
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CORRESPO DENCE OF BROWN ' S TREATHE'NT OF MOTIVE -

VIRTUE THEME WITH GODWIN ' S THEORY. 

If any one doubts the probable literary suggestiveness to 

Brown of the moral abstractions in Political Justice , let him reread 

the Chapter on Personal Virtue and Duty, 17 and compare the deas 

there set forth with Brown ' s story material . Brown's tragic situa-

tion analyses itself into the following component parts: A good 

motive balanced by a vice of some sort - deceit , murder , or what not 

and the condemnation of that vice by recognizing error. The condem

nation of vice brings out the contrast of what -might-have -been, 

recogn tion of wh ch is essent al to a tragic situation. Then Brown 

recognizing that tragic s tuation but d sregard ng t , says: Yes , 

here is a tragic situat on but it is only a situation. You are not 

to identify yourself with a situation. Condemnation of vice belongs 

to the situation: v ce implies infraction of duty. But you go scott 

free: - you, as separate from your action but identified w th your 

motive , escape from the tragedy of situation. The award of innocenc 

to you on account of benevolent motive releases you from t e condem-

nation of tragedy. ~n other words , there s no necessary tra edy 

for man , but only for his deeds . In still other words, a man may 

absolutely fail in his duty through error an his gu lty dee be 

establ shed and yet he himself may be held innocent. 

Does Godwin an doctrine justify all this? Does Go win fin 

any excuse in abstracting motive from the rest of the s tuat1on? 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
( 17) . Political Just ce: Lon • 1798. Vol . I , Bk . I , Ch . IV. 

7 .l <J -lm 
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Brown accuses Wie and of (1) misdeed, (2) unjust notions of moral 

duty and unjust notions of divine attributes " that is, he accuses 

him of error. 18 Godwin says of the first , 

(1) . Murder is a crime.19 

·(2). Crime is error, but error is dependent upon outside 

circumstances20 - in this case malevolent influence. en do not 

choose evil when they know better . 21 Choice is determined by educa 

tion or c rcumstance. Education and circumstance in ieland 1 s case 

would be early train ng and finally pe~suasion through Garwin's 

duplicity. In spite of all this, 

(3). Murder is infr ngement of duty. Duty, he says, is 

application of capacity to the real , not imaginary benefit of man

kind. The benefit ieland imagined by his ser es of murders waw an 
22 

imagined , not a real, benef t to humanity. 

Furthermore, it can never be one's duty to do ~rong.23 

If it be argued that ieland was here dealing with God's 

demands rather than w th those of humanity, Godwin would answer -

"God himself has no right to be a tyrant , 1123~ and obed ence to a -

tyrant is not a duty. Furthermore , since his crime affected human

ity, Wieland was still guilty of infringment of duty to ard humanit 

if not toward God . 

But if the mot ve of an erring erson be good? God~ n 

adm ts n his paragraph on benevolent error24 the d ff culty of 

correctly estimating the v rtue of the n . v dual, s nee virtue is 

(i8-:---~;1~~~~-;h1i:-i887:-~:-249:--------------------------------
( 19 • Pol. Justice: Lond. 1798. Bk· II. Ch. IV. 
(20). Ibid. Bk. I, Ch. VIII , P• 108. 
( 21). Ibid. 
(22). Pol. Justice: Lond. 1798, Bk. II, Ch. IV. P• 15'T'. 
(23 • Ibid. 

• Sermon in Godwin , m.: Sketches of H story uoted in aul 
c. Kegan: illiam Godwin: His Fr1enas an Contemporaries: 

(23 

( 24). 
Lond. 1876 , • 
Pol. Justice: Lond. 1798, Vol. I, Bk. II. Ch. IV, P• 152. 
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25 
partly subjective whereas duty is largely objective . Virtue invol-

26 
ves motive and the tendency of the deed to .benefit mankind. "Is 

it the motive alone that we are entitled to take into consideration, 

when we decide upon the merits of the individual, or are we obliged, 

as in the case of virtue absolutely taken, to consider both the 
27 

motives and the tendency of his conduct 'Z " He recognizes the fact 

that "actions in the highest deg·ree injurious to the public , have 
28 proceeded from motives unconnnonly conscientious" , and, among other 

illustrations, cites several religious enthusiasts no one of whom 

is an example of the personal egoistic type of monomania exhibited 

by Wieland. Godwin ' s conclusion on the subject is that "the turn

ing point is utility. Intention is of no further value than as it 

leads to utility: it is the means not the end. We shall over-turn 

therefore every principle of just reasoning, if we bestow our 

applause upon the most mischievous of mankind merely because the 

mischief they produce arises from mistake; or if we regard them i n 

any other light, than as we would an engine of destruction and 

misery. •29 

All this w.ould utterly condemn Wieland, as we11 as his 

deeds. From this point on, Godwin turns to a consideration of duty 

in which he turns right around and gives Wieland another chance by 

remarking that"though a man should in some circumstances neglect the 

best ap'!)lica.tion of his capacity, " (i.e.the best judgment of which 

circumstances have made him capable) "he may yet be ent tled to the 

appellation of virtuous . 1130 But he takes the chance away a.gain by 

(25): - -ibid~----------------------------------------------------- -
(26) . Po itical Justice: Lond . 1798, Bk.I,Ch. IV,p. ls2. 
(27). Ibid . 
(28). Ibid, p. 153. 
(29). Ibid, p. 156 . 
( 30 ) • Ibid, p • 15 6 • 
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adding , "but duty is uniform, and requires of us the best applicatio1 

to every s.i tuat on tha. t presents tself . n31 Error 1 prejudice, 

necessity - no excuse avails in the face of duty. 32 Wieland is con

demned , not just his acts , but !eland himself . Political Justice 

does for him. 

Political Justice does for him, yet in Caleb Williams we 

find a treatment of Falkland nearly paraliel to Brown' s treatment 

of Wieland . The sentimental evaluati on by Caleb of a man who is a 

murderer , who has hounded him without mercy for years , who has lost 

him his reputation, who is utterly and entirely selfish, as "a man 

worthy of affection and kindness , tt33 of whom it could be affirmed 

that "a nobler spirit lived not among the sons of men"34 - certainly 

resembl~s much in Wieland. To be sure , Godwin has his special nut 

to crack : he attributes Falkland's downfall to environment . "of what 

use , ' he asks , 'are talents and sentiments in the corrupt wilderness 

of human society ? It is a rank and rotten soil from which every fin • 

shrub draws poison as it grows . All that in a happier field and a 

purer air , would expand into virtue and germinate into usefulness 

is thus converted into henbane and deadly migb.tshade . "35 He does 

not intimate where else than in human society human beings can cul

tivate their talents and he totally forgets that in Political Justic 

he had said of man that "it would be absurd to say that it was his 

duty to labor under prejudice . 11 36 Yet it seems to us tha t Falkland' 

was a sufficiently serious case of prejudice - even d scounting it 

-----------------------------------------------------
(31). 
( 32). 
( 33) . 
( 34). 
( 35) . 
(36). 

Ibid . 
Ibid , P• 157 ° 
Caleb Williams : New York 1904, P • 391 . 
Ibid, p . 394 . 
Caleb Williams : New York 1904 , P • 394 
Pol. Justice: Lond . 1798, Bk ~ II , Ch. IV, P • 157 . 
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THE EVIDENCE OF THE ATTITUDE OF MIND OF BPOWN'S CHAR/ICTERS 

with respect (1) to inetllectual and aesthetic pleasure (2) 

the life rational constitutes another body of proof. 

Of the eight most memorable personages all are character

ized by interest in intellectual and literary pursuits, one,Plyell, 

s especially gifted in music and poetry; one, the younger Wieland, 

is interested in science; two, Clara and Plyell, are obviously 

meant to be exponents of rationalism; one, the elder Wieland, is a 

natural philosopher. 

All are more or less God·linian in type- that is, they do 

characteristically cogitate upon topics which occupied the mind of 

the English philosopher. The elder Wieland, for example, is report 

ed to have speculated much on the grounds of belief, the relations 

of motives to actions, the criterion of merit, and the kinds and 

purposes of evidence (all, as the reader will observe, ingredients 

of the novel itself). 44 Wieland the younger expatiates upon the 

perils of wealth and power, and upon the happiness of mediocrity 

but, also( and this inconsistently for a Godvrinian character) upon 
45 

the sacredness of conjugal and parental duties. That he is not 

meant to be an out-an-out Godwinian is apparent by more tags than 

that of Calv nistic inspiration which offsets moral necessity which 

was the other of the two "props on which he reposed. 1146 Plyell, on 

the other hand, is described as "the champion of ntellectual liber 

ty11 who "rejected all guidance but that of reason. 1147 Clara,too 1 is 

averse to the irrationality of accounting for the miraculous death 

---------------- -------- -------------------------------~----------(44). 
(45). 
(46). 
(47). 

Wieland: Phil. 1887. p. 43. 
Wieland: Phil. 1887. P• 63. 
Wieland: Phil. 1887. P• 63. 
Ibid, p. 45. 
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of her father 48 and for her unbelief made tales of apparitions and 

nchantments "not even interesting. 1149 She and Plyell, with their 

interminable analysis of the rational grounds for judgment and, 

conduct and action, are evidently meant to view life from the high 

altitudes of Political Justice. Yet neither even begins to approxi

mate the rational man of Godwin's program, not even the approxi

mation which we find in the character of Constantia Dudley- of 

which later. 

CERTAIN STORY DEVICES AND INGREDIETTS CHARACTERISTIC OF 

GODWIN appear again in Wieland, such being 

(1). The curiosity motif 50 which appears in Carwin's 

role as a much less convincing and very much more subordinate cir

cumstance than in Caleb Williruns. 

(2). 
51 

The chastity motif which is decidedly weak in 

Brown and which resembles Godwin's use of it in that in Wieland it 

is a scare only and differs from Godwin's in that while Godwin is 

trying to strengthen a thesis by his use of it, in Brown's hands it 

becomes merely a cheap and flabby literary device. 

(3). The first person narrator. 

(4). The relation of hunted and pursued between I ieland 

and Clara as parallel to that of Falkland and Caleb with the diff

er nee of benevolent as compared to malevo ent motive. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
(4 • 
( 49) • 
(50). 
( 51). 

Wieland: 
Ibid, p. 
~ ieland: 
Vie land: 

~h 1. 1887, P• 54. 
65 
Phil. 1887, p. 224 compare Caleb 1111ams. 
Phil. 1857, p. 180 compare Caleb '1111runs. 
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THE STORY OF ARTHUR MERVYN. 

Arthur Mervyn, a young country fellow, who has only 

once in his life been to the city which is less than fifty miles 

distant, repairs thither upon the marriage of his father with a 

farm wench whose inferior character quickly upsets the economy of 

the household and makes home intolerable for the sensitive,mildly 

Rousseauistic son. The lad arrives in the city friendless and 

penniless and there becomes the subject of a practicable joke 

which, on pretence of providing him with a lodging for the night, 

locks him in the third story bedroom of a house whose occupants 

are entirely unknown to him. His presence there being unexplain

able to himself or to any one else, he conceals himself in a 

closet where he overhears conversation which puts him in possess

ion of family and bu~iness secrets of which he makes good use 

later. One of these secrets refers to unethical business impositi 

UitJon a certain "nabob" into whose service Arthur, affecting a mid

night escape, enters the next morning without knowing that his 

employer and the "nabob" are one and the same person. 

Mr . Welbeck engages the youth as secretary but as his 

duties are postponed for a week anything can and everything does 

happen effectually to prevent his ever doing any writing for 

Welbeck. The first great experience is the transformation, by 

Virtue of a gay wardrobe, of the country lad into a most gallant

appearing foreign gentlemen. There follow in rapid succession 

his observance of the anomalous position in the house of a 

beautiful Italian girl, his meeting the aunt of a young st.ranger, 

Clavering, who had died in the Mervyn household some time 

l lO tim 
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previo1Jsly without giving any clue as to his family connections, 

the killing by WelbP- ck of one Watson and the confession of Welbeck 

of a long life of crime which included an unfortunate early 

marriage with an infamous woman who had upset his life values, his 

subsequent seduction of a young married woman in Charleston whose 

suicide and wrong her brother Watson had come . up to right in a 

duel with Welbeck, and the misappropriation of the fortune of the 

young Italian, Clemenza Lodi, in setting up a magnificant house 

for himself where he had seduced her and the maintenance of which 

had so eaten into her fund~ that, in alarm, he had devoted the 

entire remaining a.mount to speculation in a disastrous maritime 

business venture. The ship, whose loss under any ordinary cir

cumstances would have been amply covered by insurance , had been 

taken as contraband by a wa~ring nation so that no remedy for 

his insolvency was in sight . After this confession Welbeck, who 

upon the original engagement of Arthur as his secretary had im

posed upon him a promise of secrecy as to all his employer's 

doings , Welbeck commands Arthur ' s assistance in burying the body 

of Watson in a rather Gothic-like section of the cellar of his 

own house. Mervyn i s then aade o row Welbeck across the river 

but in midstream Welbeck disappears from the boat and Arthur 

supposes him drowned . He himself seeks the other shore, mails 

letters to Watson's family which he had discovered in a purse 

Welbeck had ta.ken from the body, and returns to the house of ~el

beck to get the old check and fustian clothes in which he had 

originally entered the city. While there he secures a manuscript 

history of the Lodi family which Welbeck had originally intended 

to have him write out in English and, with this one memento of 

his few days in Welbeck ' s menage, sets out to find work in the 
z io 
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country. He is employed by a {r . Hadwin, a decent ~uaker , whose 

elder daughter , Susan, is engaged to a youth in the city but whose 

younger daughter Eliza speedily becomes so much the center of 

Arthur's thoughts that, to d vert his mind from a love which becaus 

of her youth, her sect, and his impecunity, seems hopeless, he con

centrates his entire mental energies upon the translation of the 

Lodi manuscr pt, without grammar, without previous knowledge of the 

Italian language, and with no help but the strength of his own 

mental powers . This prod gous effort at self discipline is event

ually rewarded by the d_scovery of a fortune in bank-notes between 

the pasted leaves of the manuscript. It is the half of Clemenzia's 

fortune which Welbeck had not used. 

The yellow fever plague is now raging. Mervyn skips off 

to the c ty without permission to seek young allace whose danger 

in the plague-stricken c ty is making Susan Hadwin ill. This young 

allace turns out to be the person who had played the pract al 

joke on him when he f rst came to town but he nurses him in his 

convalescence from the fever and starts him home to Susan. ~ean-

wh le Mervyn .succumbs to the fever himself and n order to avoid 

the hospital takes refuge in Welbeck's deserted house . Here , Wel

beck, the supposed dead, turns up and relates his previous in

ability to take h s life by drowning and hi present inab lity to 

f nd certain papers - the Lodi manuscr pt. ervyn, in a fit of 

unnecessary integrity, explains that he h mself has the bills 

upon his person but hat he w 11 not under any c rcumst ances give 

them to Welbeck, since elbeck, he is sure, ill not g ve them 

to Clemenza, the r ghtful owner. Welbeck changes his tactics 

and begs for their return on the round th· t Clemenz 's possess-

7.1 4m 
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on of them would endanger her 1 fe , because , he confesses , that 

they are forged ! A disturbance at the door distracts Welbeck and 

Mervyn takes advantage of his baclr being turned to burn the notes . 

elbeck perceives his action too late and is dr ven to frenzy be 

cause the tale of forgery had been merely a device to get the money 

out of Mervyn's hands . elbeck disappears and Mervyn wanders in the 

streets until he is picked by by Dr . Stephens , part- time marrator of 

the tale , whose w fe nurses him back to life . Mervyn ' s first duty 

is to the Hadw ns , whose fam ly has been disrupted by the death of 

• Hadwin and the failure of Wallace to appear . Mervyn s able to 

inform the daughters of Wallace ' s death of ·hich he himself had 

accidently learned on his way thither . Susan promptly d es forth-

w th of a broken heart and Mervyn has great d fficulty n preventing 

a like catastrophe in an at empt to set le Eliza in some shelter not 

his own . 

Eliza , fina ly perce ving that Arthur _11 not marry her , 

tries to live up to her love for h m ..l mak ng the best of the 

hospitality of a farmer ' s family w th whom ervyn shes to deposit 

her . On the way back to the c ty, ~ervyn s ops a a house of ill 

fame in wh ch welback had immured Clemenza. There he meets a 1om n , 

is t_ng the house by ace dent , who later becomes h s ife and there 

e w nesses Clemenza ' s agon es upon the occas on of the death of 

er child. 

The rest of the tale is a p ckine; up of vario s hreads, 

1th a casual mixing up of var ous o ds and ends of fuzz and lint , 

characteristic of all Brown ' s plots . In s ek_n for a home for 

lemenza , ~ervyn is compelled to drop the character of promise 

eeper which he had assumed to all except the Stephens and n the 

7111 4m 
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relation of his horrible experiences and benevolent actions makes 

friends of all who previously had considered him a questionable 

if not a da~gerous character . His · own contemplated start in life 

as a physician under Dr. Stephen is made fel citous by the award of 

a thousand dollars which vrere due for the return to a southern 

family of a huge fortune which Watson has been intrusted to bring 

from Jamaica. His disappearance ha6 meant the disappearance of 

the fortune. Welbeck, hearing of it, has disinterred the body· 

of Watson and found the money on his person, but, being cast into 

prison before he has had a chance to spend it, he transferres it 

all to Arthur and conveniently dies. 

Mervyn is very fond of Eliza but can't see his way to 

marry her for at least"five or eight years"-his inability being 

not a matter of fondness, for he thinks he loves her dearly, but 

her own undeveloped mental condition. In a t alk with Achsa Field-

ing upon the subject he describes his ideal of the woman whom he 

could marry as being one exactly ~ he~. It takes Dr. Stephens 

to label his passion for Achsa as love and to push the young hero 

over the precipice of proposal into eternal felicity with her 

whom he called,because of the discrepancy of six years between 

their ages, his darling "mama". 

l.lO llm 
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beneficence and generosity. My knowl edge of elbeck has been useful 

to me . It has enabled me to be usef ul to others . I look back upon 

that allotment of my destiny which first led me to this door , with 

gratitude and pleasure . 0 4 

2 . While there is no definitely worded moral as in Wie 

land , there are constant though not markedly energetic references 

I ~he evil of trusting to appearances - whether these appearances 

be logical or sensual . It is the constant reversal of what seems 

to be to show what is t hat makes for at lePst a th rd of the drama -

tic tension in the plot - a dramatic tension which cou d not be 

treated just as dramatic tension but must , perforce, be veiled with 

its blur of moralization. Mervyn th nks Clemenzia Welbeck ' s daugh

ter and she isn ' t; then he is ready to fall in live with her and 
• 

discovers her to be an improper subject of love; then he thinks her 

infamous and later f nds that she sn ' t . He believes elbeck dead 

because he disappears ; n the river and is much disconcerted- when, 

later , he comes to life . Without making sure of the fac s, he be

lieves what he hears of allace ' s death and sends home word of the 

circumstances; when Wallace arpears in his own apartments Mervyn 

thinks for a minute that he is seeing a ghost , 5 but the fact of it ' 

proving a real man does not cure h m of gull b l _ty; he starts 

allace home to the Hadw n ' s and assumes that he reaches he end of 

his ourney; elbeck had said that the notes are forged, they prove 

to be rea1; 6 and so on to the end of the story hen t e supposed 

impossibility of marr ng Schsa turns out to be , more literally eve 

than usual , a dream come true . 

Samet mes , however, the lesson is a very , very personal 0 

-------------------------------------------------------------------(4) . Arthur ervyn: Phil. 1887, Vol . II , P• 140 
(5) . Arthur Mervyn: Ph 1 . 1887, Vol . I , p . 166 . 
( 6) . Arthur Mervyn: Ph 1. 1887, Vol. I , p . 211 
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exp ti tes upon the h storical mportance of a record of tha year 

nd upon the opportunity for inciting b nevolence hich open up 

to th recorder of such an era. It i true that the yello fever 

scenes are, like those in Ormond, unforgetable and lively pictures 

1 re orth al 1 lat Bro n ver wrote , but they do not cons t -

tute a cessary part of the plot background nor o the in any 

neces ary way tend t o a clearer or more vivid concept on of th 

bane olent character . If Bro n mean , as he may very ell have 

done, to make these pla e scenes the basis of his ook, he succeed

e admirably in keeping the book alive by means of hem but he fail 

ed utterly in makin the plot gro out of the fe r material . 

7 1 " 
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STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK. 

Roughly speaking,volume one deals with the multiplication 

of complicated situations and volume two with the solution of plot . 

This is only roughly speaking however . Roughly speaking , also, 

volume one bears many resemblances to Caleb Williams and volume two 

very f ew. This a lso is meant to be sugge stive only of the differen-

ces between the two volumes. Miss Loshe says of the story that it is 

"practically two independent works , - for Brown apparently for~ot ho 

he was going to continue and pieced out his story with ~ new set of 

personages • 11 1 The case seems to me to be not so bad as all that: 

Brown may not have known in the beginning how he was going to end 

ut , eve rything considered , he does certa nly make a valiant effort 

to finish everything·he had begun and the new characters introduced 

~re few;- the Carlton brother and sister, and Achsa Fielding being 

'the on ly conspicuous ones. Bchsa had to be introduced because , arden 

ationalist that he was , Brown could not let his hero condescend to 

arriage with a country Quaker girl no ma~ter how charming nor how 

full of latent intellectual abilities. 

Miss Loshe ' s statement about the two ndependent works is 

rue in that the first part is restrospect ve , giving the adventures 

Pf Mervyn up to the point of the resolut_on to break his promise to 

elback by telling anything at all . This restrospective part is 

~ntroduced and concluded by personal explanations of Dr . Stephens as 

~o how he happened to know Mervyn at all. The second part is , like 

the first , in Arthur ' s own words - and gives the story from the de 

cision to break his prom se until the day before his marriage with 

chsa . 

K1) ~ --~~~~~;-;~~-~~;i;-~~;~~;~-;~~;i:--~~~~-i9;7 ~ -;: -~4: - - - ------ - --
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STORY ELEMENTS PARALI.EL TO ELEMENTS IN CALEB ILLIAMS . 

1 . The relat onship between the would-be benefactor villain 

and the innocent dependent - including 

(a • The worldliness of the one and the simplicity of the 

other . 

(b • The past crimes of the one and the innocence of the 

other. 

(c • The fear of detection of the one and the fear of 

being inhuman or disloyal to the patron on the part 

of the other . 

(d • The relation of employer and secretarz. 

2 o The inquisitive character of the secretary. 

3. The change for the secretary from farm life to that of a 

comparat vely grand menage . 

4 . The forbidden room - in th s case the library which ervyn 

was forbidden to enter except in company w th elbeck; in 

Caleb illiams , the private den. 

5. The something that must not be opened, in this case the 

Lodi manuscript , in Caleb illiams the chest belonging to 

Falkland. 

6 . The killing somebody by the villa in. 

7 . The confession by the patron. to the secretary. 

8. The sentimental evaluation of reputation by the patrons. 

9. The distrust of the secretary for his patron 

10. The responsibility of the patron for putting the dependent 

in an ambiguous position in the eyes of the world. 

11. The death-bed remorse of the villain. 

12. The overtaking of the criminal by law (compare elbeck's 
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prison couch with Falkland's trial in open court). 

13. The excessive temper of the patron - due largely to nervou -

ness and consequently the II 

14. The wearing out of the criminal by the strain of his evil I 
life. 

There are of course many shades of difference between the 

two treatments but that there is as much resemblance as there is 

is significant. 

l 20 llm 



CHARACTER AS REFLECTING GODWINIAN THEORY . 

The only clearly developed characters are those of Mervyn, 

Welbeck, Eliza Hadwin and Achsa Fielding . These last are comparable 

to the contrasted characters of Constantia and Helena in Ormond, 

but are not so fully nor so logically contrasted . The chief point 

of difference as in the later book is in coMparative intellectual 

development but Eliza ·is unlike Helena in that she truly yearns for: 

development , for intellectual exercise , whereas Helena had no abid

ing ambition and could not , even with Ormond's assistance , " take an 

education . " Eliza, under Achsa Fielding's superv sion, in a very 

short time leaves behind her all traces of the country girl except 
2 her simplicity of heart and sweetness of manner. 

Welbeck , being a plot-borrowed rather than a theory-borrow

ed personage , need not be considered . 

Mervyn is a strange compound of Rousseauistic youth, 3 

possibly reminiscent of Brown's own boyhood , and Godwinian po nt of 

view. 

1 . Benevolence, benefactor is his tag . 4 He represents no 

complication of the idea of benevolence; he is s _mply a straight

forward rather unsuspecting person who wishes everyone well . The 

mixture of other Godwinian elements does not vitiate th_s one out

standing feature . If he gets into diff culties, pract cal diffi

culties such as we could not excuse on Godw nian ground because 

II 5 motive is not sufficient to save a man from condemnation , the 

characterist c selflessness of the boy shines through,-01ear as in 

the old fashioned Sunday school books . 
- -------------------------- ---------------------------------------(2) . Arthur Mervyn : Phil . 1887, Vol . II , P • 193-4 . 
(3) . Ibid , p , 112 . 
{ 4 ) • Ib 1 d , p • 114 • 
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~ 2 . Indulgence in ~rivate judgment6 is a fault which -----i 
r Mervyn recognizes in himself when he r ebukes himself for jmnping at 

conclusions . If he recognizes something extreme in this detail of 

temperament, the general characteristic , related as it is to inde

pendence of thought, an ability to stand up for one ' s own point of 

I view , and individuality of manner ,- the general characteristic still 

holds true . 

3 . Informalitz . A certain doing a ay with formal manners 

advocated by Godwin is characteristic7 of the young country lad . 

Sometimes this is the result of thoughtlessness and he apologizes 

for his rudeness as when , in a fit of abstraction he forgot to ring 

Mrs . Wentworth ' s bell , 8 and walked into her parlor unannounced . 9 

Again it may result from what he considers necessity as in the cir

cums t ances of his penetrating into the bed chambers of Mrs . Villar ' s 

house in search of Clemenza Lodi . 10 But over and above all this II 
II there is a country something about him which corresponds to Godwin ' s 

idea of the desirability of the discarding of the superfluous in 

manners . 11 He does not indeed dr0p the title as does Ormond , but he 

is singularly liRe him in the abruptness of his entrances and exits 

and in his satisfaction in the atmosphere of informal society such 

as Mrs. Fielding ' s house afforded him . 12 Related to all this is . 

4 . His lack of reserve upon all occasions and with all 

people - conditions of promised secrecy being of course an exceptio 

to his nature . "The internal and undiscovered character of a nother 
-------------------------------------------------------------------{ 6) . 
( 7) . 

( 8) . 
(9) . 
( 10) . 
(11) . 

( 12) . 

Ibid , Vol . I , Bk . II , lJh . VI. 
Political Justice , Lond . 1798 , Vol . Bk . Ch . p . 

Arthur Mervyn : Phil . 1887, Vol. II , p. 137 . 
Ibid , Vol . II , p . 138 . See also Vol . I, p . 129 . 
Arthur Mervyn : Phil . 1887 , Vol . II , p . 97 . 
With this might be mentioned so characteristic a deed as his 
doing away with regular burial customs upon the occasion of 
Susan ' s death . Ibid , p . 63 . 
Arthur Mervyn : Phil . 1887 , Vol . II , p . 212 
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weighed nothing w th me in the question whether they should be 

11 treated with frankness or reserve . I felt no scruple on a.ny occasio 

to disclose every feeling and every great event . Any one who could 

listen found me willing to talk , "13 again: "before the end of my 

II 

second interview both these women were mistresses of every momen-

tous incident of my life , and of the whole chain of my feelings and 

opinions , in relation to every subject , and particularly in relatio 

to themselves . "14 This matter of frankness - la.ck of reserve - is 

interestingly treated by Godwin in his chapter "Of Sincerity : " "It 

is not by the solitary anchorite who neither speaks, nor hears , nor 

reads the genuine sentiments of man , that the stock of human good 

ia eminently increased . The period of bold and unrestricted 

communication , is the period in which the materials of happiness. 

ferment and germinate, 11 15 and "The link which binds together the 

inward and outward man, is indissoluble ; and he that is not bold in 

speech will never be ardent and unprejudiced in enquiry , "16 or 

"Reserve , deceitfulness , and an artful exhibition of ourselves , 

take from the human form its soul and leave us the unanimated sem-

blance of what man might have been; of what he would have been , wer 

not every impulse of the mind thus stunted and destroyed . 11 17 

5 . The sentimental belief in character ~ the result of 

environment is in one place reflected by Mervyn in speaking of the 

provocations to crime which e l beck had had . 18 

-------------------------------------------------------------------( 13) . 
( 14). 

( 15) . 
(16) . 
( 17) . 
( 18) . 

Arthur Mervyn: Phil . 1887 , Vol . II , p . 179 . 
Arthur Mervyn : Phil. 1887 , Vol . II , p. 173. See also Vol. I 
p . 214 , for hatred and equivocation and mystery . 
Political Justice , Lond . 1798 , Vol. I , Bk . IV, Ch . VI , p . 332. 
Ibid , p . 333 . 
Ibid , P • 335 . 
Arthur Mervyn : Phil . 1887 , Vol . p . 
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6. Belief in the perfectibili tx of ~ is reflected in 

Mervyn's assurance to welbeck upon meeting h m for the first time 

after h s supposed death. "I believed you to be dead. I rejoice 

to find myself mistaken. While you live, there is room to hope that 

your errors w 11 be cured; nl9 and again in the case of Eliza v1hose 

mind might, he thinks, be made suitable for marriage in "five or 

eight years more 1120 reading and training. 

7. The doctrine that superfluities of property are not to 

be cons dered our own - comes out clearly; "our own wants are the 

wants of others, and that which remains, after our own necessities 

are obviated, it is always easy and just to employ in relieving the 

necessities of others. 1121 This belief seems to be in the back of his 

mind when Mervyn begs Mr • Fielding to assume responsibility for the 

ma. ntenance of Clemenza Lodi. "A small port on of your superfluity 

would obviate the wants of a being not less worthy than yourself ."22 

Compare Godwin. 23 

8. The question of privqte ju gment ~ to the com arative 

value of two lives occurs to Mervyn hen, worn out and weary, he is 

discouraged by a tale in the plague-stricken city that Wa ace whose 

life he sought to save was a Vtorthless and dissolute person. "The 

preservation of th s man was my sole motive for enter ng the infect

ed city, and sub ect ng my own life to he hazards from wh_ch my 

escape may almost be esteemed miraculous. as not the end d spro-

Portioned to the means? was there arrogance in be-

(i9)~--~;~~-;-~~~~~-~~~1~-i887:-~~1:-i~-~~-19;:-------------------
(20). Ibid: Vol. II, p. 188. 
(21). Arthur Mervyn: Phil. 1887, 
( 22) • rthur t.ervyn: Ph 1. 1887, 
(23). Pol tical Ju tice: Vol. I, 

Vol. II, pp. 50-51. 
ol. II, p. 152. 

Bk. II, Ch. II, and elsewhere. 
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~eving my life a price to be given for his? 1124 This is but a pass_ 

I ing thought but it occurs. The significance is of course slight -

especially as the moral which follows in the context is drawn about 

motive and not judgment of value of life. One other passage25 

suggesting this problem occurs but it not in any way significant. 

9 . Thought as the control of life is one of the theories 

which Godwin draws to a picturesque conclusion in his chapter "On 

Health and the Prolongation of Human Life." The value of cheerful

ness in healing the ody, of sturdy mental control of mood suggest

ed in this chapter may have been the antecedent of Mervyn's deter

mination to fight off the prognistica.tions of disease which so de

pressed those coming down with yellow fever. 11 I reflected that the 

source of all energy , and even of life, is seated in thought; and 

that nothing is arduous to human efforts; that the external frame 

will seldom languish, while actuated by an unconquerable soul. 

I fought against my dreary feelings, which pulled me t 

the earth. I quickened my pace, raised my drooping eyelids, and 

hummed a cheerful and favourite air. For all that I accomplished 

during this day , I believe myself indebted to the stbenuousness and 

ardour of my resolutions. 11 26 We remember, too, MerV'.rn's struggle 

With the Lodi manuscript to accomplish similar ends for mental dis

turbance.27 

10. Marriage as looked upon by Mervyn coincides with 

Godwin's conception only in certain respects. There is no hint of 

approval of marriage without wedlock, indeed that is severely re

buked, but there is insistence by Mervyn of (a) intellectual 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
(24). Arthur Me~vyn: Phil. 1887, Vol. II, p. 54. 
(25). Ibid, Vol. I, P• 135. 
(26). Arthur Mervyn: Phil. 1887, Vol. I, p. 169. 
(27). Ibid , Vol. I, PP• 126-7. 
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equality, and (b) rational consideration and discussion of the situa 

tion before entering into an immutable contract,. and (c) suitable 

age. These are catalogued once in considerat on of Eliza Hadwin 28 

and again in consideration of the same girl with the illuminating 

help of Achsa F elding . 29 The first passage s s gnificantly referre 

to as "our d ialogue." The use of the word is casual but it suggests 

what the reader is reminded of beforehand - certain passage n Alcui • 

11 . Leisure and ~ for the sake of consequent culture , 

the opportun ty of books and the like, is made much of by Mervyn 

in a style w th wh ch we are fam liar in Political Justice . Achsa 

Fielding ' s superiority because of these blessings is made much of by 

ervyn30 and Eliza's inab_lity , because of the deaden ng effects of 

physical toil V\hich might "create indifference or aversion to the 

only instruments of rat onal improvement , the pen and the ook ," is 

equally lamented . 31 ervyn ' s accounts of h s own youth32 and his 

representations to elbeck of his own fondness for books wh ch a 

return to the plow would fail to gratify - all this emphasizes the 

general feeling of the estimation of le sure wh ch pervades the nove • 

Godwinian Sympathies other Than Those ~.pressed~ ervyn 

are discovered in 

(1) Several thrusts at the ~notatly (2) the ve led 

er ticism of it by two sou hern bus ness men who are cons der ng 

~rvyn ' s chances of rece ving equity by means of t 33 and {b) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
( 28) . rthur Mervyn: Ph 1. 1887 , Vol. II, PP• 76-83. 
(29). Compare Ibid , Vol. II , PP• 186-188. 
( 30) . Arthur Mervyn: Ph 1 . 1987, Vol. II , P • 212 . 
(31). Ibid: Vol . II, P• 95. 
( 32) . Arthur Mervyn: Phil. 1887, ol . II, PP• 125. 
(33). Arthur Mervyn: Ph 1 . 1887 , Vol. II, P• 170. 
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ORMOND . 

The story runs somewhat as follows: 

Stephen Dudley , a painter by choice and education, succeed 

to his father ' s drug business in New York n wh ch Thomas Craig, 

Stephen's apparently trustworthy apprentice, fina ly becomes the 

orking partner . Craig absconds w th the fortune the accumulat on 

of which had enabled i;r . Dudley to ret re to a life of leisure for 

books and painting . Mrs . Dudley dies conveniently in a single sen

tence but Mr . Dudley lives on in page after page of bitter complaint 

His excesses result in blindness, which does partially but not en

tirely reduce his spirit to meekness and humiliation. His pride hud 

forbidden any announcement to friends of the sudden change in the 

fam ly c rcumstances so rhen he and bis daughter Constantia move to 

Philadelph a and there assume a different narr£, they drop abruptly 

from a life of ease and elegance to one of nvoluntary poverty ut 

of cha~acteristically voluntary seclusion. A dependent of the fa.mil , 

a young girl named Lucy , assists w th the heavier housework to h c 

Constantia , bred as she has been , is not accu tomed. Constantia 

ekes out the family m ans by sewing but not even such assistance 

can prevent great straitening of their circumstances . When the 

exact ons of the r landlord have reduced them to their last five 

dollars, Mr . Dudley , like a veritable Solomon John, recalls the 

case of a Benedictine monk who lived through a plague in Mess na by 

fostering "a tranquil , fearless, and benevolent spirit" and by re

ducing "his diet to water and pollenta ." Constantia, like a verit

able Lady from Philadelphia , reckons that, th corn meal at ninety 

cents a bushel , the family can be maintained on the American equi 

valent of pollenta for the ludicrously sma 1 sum of three dollars . 

they proceed to do with phenomenal cheerfulness and philosophi 
ac.iati an o.f~ res i te from labor :hich a mo"·e varied diet 
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quite the placidity of the Messinian monk, does nevertheless escape 

the fever; but Constantia, whose contact with it ·has been much 

closer, does contract the disease after tending her neighbor, Mary 

Whiston, upon her death bed. Constantia recovers in time to consol 

her former charwoman, Mrs. Baxter, the death of whose husband "may 

be quoted," said Brown" as an example of the force of imagination." 

Mr. Baxter's theories of life have been entirely upset and his pois 

shattered by accidentally witnessing the burial, by a woman, of his 

neighbor, Mr. Rosselli, in that neighbor's own backyard at midnight 

Baxter has had a notion that Frenchmen are exempt from the disease. 

Mr. Rosselli had been Frenchman. What could kill a Frenchman could 

kill him. Consequently we hear no more of Mr. Baxter. Of Mr. 

Rosselli 1 s undertaker we do hear more, but very much later. 

Constantia's life is now for sometime a period of ungentl 

ups and downs. She is reduced to selling her father's lute which 

falls into the hands of a foreign woman whose appearance much 

interests her; she undergoes insults on the street wh ch lead to a 

proposal of marriage by her rescuer, a Mr. Balfour, whom she reject 

because of the inequality of their minds and absence of love on her 

part; she discovers Craig in town and begs assistance from him in 

behalf of her father; the check for fifty dollars which he gives 

her proves to be· forged and her landlord, Mccrae, causes an officer 

t@ serve papers on her father for passing such a note; the magis

trate before whom Constantia appears in place of her father turns 

out to be a Mr. Melbourne who had known Mr. Dudley in his more pros 

Perous days in New York. He assists the family with money and 

introduces Constantia to his wife who gives her the little social 

opportunity she will accept. 

o m 
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Meanwhile Ormond, the villain of the tale, who has become 

interested in Constantia through the ·little glimpse he had had of 

her on her departure from his own house whither she had followed 

Craig, .. gets out of Craig a stor y which he ·suspects to be false and 

which he determines to verify for himself. This he does by disguis 

ing himself as a chimney sweep and entering Constantia's house in a 

professional capacity. He is so much interested in her that he sen 

her money as from the master of the sweep and prevails upon his 

II paramour, Helena Cleves, whom he has persuaded to forego marriage 

as a contract incompatible with rational principle, to employ 

Constantia as a seamstress. Helena and Constantia have known each 

other in New York but each has been entirely unaware of the other's 

change of condition. Constantia hears much of Ormond whom she has 

not met and consents to attempt a kindness to Helena by pleading 

her case for her in a personal interview with that gentleman. 

Instead of moving Ormond to consent to marriage with Helena, she, 

quite innocently and unintentionally, attracts him to herself on 

account of her superior mentality. Constantia is shocked indeed 

when, after months of intercourse with him as mutual friends of 

Helena, Ormond msl{es clear to her the fact that he no longer loves 

Helena, that he has announced to that lady his intention never to 

marry her because of his interest elsewhere, and, that that inter

est centers in Constantia herself. Constantia is not particularly 

surprised but Ormond is actually shocked when he discovers next 

morning that Helena has ended her life. Yet he considers: "She is 

gone. Well, then, she~ gone. If she were fool enough to die, I 

am not fool enough to follow her. I am determined to live and be 

happy notwithstanding. Why not?" 

L Orrnond's intention to pretend conversion to Constantia's 

i 2 m 
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principles regarding marriage in order to gain possession of her 

person is apparently about to be frustrated through Constantia's 

acquaintance with Martinette de Beauvais, a young widow, whose camp 

life with her husband in France and during the American Revolution 

and whose subsequent career in the theatre of the French ttevolution 

materially widen Constantia's horizons. Martinette turns out to be 

the ward of the Frenchman Rossetti and the undertaker whose offices 

had so affected Baxter . The acquaintance with Constant a is made 

through the circumstance of Constantia's send ng oack to her her 

father's flute hich Martinette had bought and which Constantia had 

prevailed upon the old music dealer to recover for her. 

There is no further connection of l artinette 's ild and 

wooly but rather sprightly biography 1th Constantia's life except 

that at the very time when her stories of adventure are making 

Constantia wistful to see foreign land an taste the spice o var

iety, ]1r. Dudley, who has all along felt intense reluctance to 

see his daughter associated vith Ormond, proposes a tr p to Europe. 

Constantia's all-night ecstasies are rudel battered y he dis-

every next morn ng of the my t.er ous mur er f her father n h s 

bed . Ormond had enrlier , in he days of he r greater povert , 

been he means of securing surgica1 assis ance for • Dudley which 

had restored h s s ght to h m so Orn.end's connect on h.the mur-

der is no suspected . Constan a oes th_nk of Craig, ut her 

fears cannot be proved to have ground . 

The f nal chapter n her life has o do h a search for 

a portrait of a fr end •h ch she had pa ned so long befo~e hat the 

broker had resold it. In fo lo ng up~ clue to its present o ~r

Ship, she stumbles upon the residence of a g rlhood fr end, Sophia 

estyn Courtl~nd , of whom ~he has lost all track and with horn she 
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has tried to maintain a correspondence. Sophia has been endeavor-

ing for years to get into communication with Constantia and has em

barked for America the day after her marriage in Europe in order 

to find Constantia and bring her back to Europe. In as much as it 

is her "inflexible purpose to live and die with" Constantia, the 

new husband is to stand around and await such announcement as his 

wife shall choose to make for him as to which continent they shall 

live upon! 

Ormond meanwhile returns and warns Constantia of a dread-

ful mysterious fate which is to be hers because she will not accept 

him. During a visit to her father's old home before she sails for 

Europe with her new found friend, Ormond appears in the darkened 

house at twilight. Intending to avnid him, she opens the door of 

the room in which she has been si+t_ng and stumbles over a dead bod 

ly ng across the doorway. Later, when she has discovered that she 

is locked in the house alone with Ormond, he brings down Craig's 

dead body and explains to her that at h s nstigation Craig has 

killed her f~ther whose plans for ta.king h s daughter to Europe 

to avoid Ormond have been overheard by that man through a canvas 

door which he himself had caused to be inserted in the r.s.11 of the 

adjoining house. It has been through this door that he has receiv

ed intelligence of all hat has passed between Constantia and her 

friends - intelligence which has enabled him to plan the fate for 

her of which he has previously spoken in such ve led terms as to 

make it quite unintelligible to Constantia. At the point w en this 

fate becomes perceptibly the robbing her of what he calls her 

II i magimary honor," Sophia, who has been troubled by Constantia's 

long abse11ee 1·rom tue city and has arr1ved in time to receive tnrou h 

the keynold or the big hall door a sense of impending danger,-

7.HI 4m 
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Sophia arrives with a cohort of men who force open the door and 

discover upon the floor tbree apparently lifeless bodies . Constan

tia revives and appears broken-hearted because in spite of the 

urgency of his provocation - she has been forced in self-defense 

to take a human life ! 
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ORMOND 

1. As Compared to Wieland for instance there is, at first 

glance, no such clear-cut story, no obvious "tacked-on" moral; the 

charact~rs, at first glance, appear more definitely Godwinian, the 

plot weaker and less straight-forward. The tale is apparently 

marred by the insertion of one and a half life histories not obviou -

ly necessary to the main story thread. And yet, nn further con

sideration, there does not appear a definite plan and purpose for 

the book which prove it to be in some respects similar in therne

model to Wieland and in other respects totally dissimilar. 

2. What the Book Essentially Is. 

As Wieland was essentially a philosophical idea come to 

life and vivified by a criticism of that idea - the result being 

a thesis plot in which character is made totally subordinate to 

horror and philosophy, so we find in Ormond another thesis plot 

1th character subordinated to thesis by virtue of its being mani

pulated for purposes of thesis. Yet in Ormond the total effect and 

purpose is decidedly different from that of Wieland because (1) 

character delineation is projected into the lime light - contrast 

of character is obviously expected to be the main interest of the 

story Oas was not the case in Wieland) and (2) the point of the 

story, so far from being .a moral as in Wieland, constitutes a 

criticism of one particular Godwinian theory - the anti-marriage 

theory as set forth in Political Justice. There are four main 

II characters, no one of whom is a pure Godwin_an type in the sense of 

being completely and consistently a personification of Godwinian 

Prine ple. Of these four, three are women - whose constrasted 

l 20 
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personalities constitute a study in feminism recalling in many ways 

theories dwelt upon more conspicuously in Alcuin than in Political 

Justice and therefore lineally descended from Mary Wollstonecraft 

rather than from Godwin . Constantia , more Godwinian than either 

of the others , is a rationalist - holding no extreme opinions such 

as we find in Political Justice and yet dealing with the practicali 

ties of fema le existence with the laborious common sense exalted in 

Alcuin . Helena is the old-fashioned woman (ol~-fashioned even for 

Brown's day), far from stylish even in literature and yet omni

present in all times and periods. She is not at all to be confused 

with "the eternal feminine;" she represents merely the self-giving 

genius of woman failing to fulfill its function because of weak II 
intellectual dignity and control. Martinette represents the logica] 

extreme of Alcuinian doctrine and therefore a wee bit of Gc0" 'sz 

The first two, openly and in so many words , and the third by impli

cation of contrast t hough without actual connection of plot , oppose 
' 

the extreme Godwinian license , with respect to muptial ties , of 

Ormond , the hero and the only male character of importance in the 

book. This a ppos ition of the semi-Godwinian and more thoroughly 

Alcuinian characters to those opinions of Ornond which reflect 

God in in certain passages of Pclitical Justice constitute a kind 

of dialogue on matrimonial theory very much as the clash of opin on 

in Alcuin constitutes a dialogue on women ' s rights. 

Now when a thesis plot is developed by the dialogue method 

i . e. , the opposition of diverse temperaments to create discussion 

I and argument about a given point of view , the question always arise : 

Which side of the argument is the author on? 

3 . Is Brown a Godwinian in Ormond? 

Yes and no . There is reflection of much Godwinian doc-

l iu m 
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trine in Ormond , material which will be subsequently considered , 

but with regard to the main thesis of the book Brown is anti-Godwin

ian. Ther e is 

(1) No condonement of the evil doer, no apostrophe to Ormond 

as to Wieland, forgiving the man or exalting his creed. 

(2) The plot ov~rthrows Ormond and overthrows him by the hand 

of one who rejects his principles. 

(3) Constantia, Brown's pet character, and Sophia Westyn, who 

during the last chapters of the book takes the pen from Brown, 

opposes Ormond's creed to his face . 

(4) An evident attempt to appeal to the reader's sense of the 

injustice resident in Godwin's nuptial theories is made in the 

relation of Helena's miseries. 

All this, too , in spite of the technical objection which could be 

made that , as a matter of fact, when Ormond has become such a man 

as to forfeit all possible right to condonement, when he is killed 

by Constantia , when she bitterly opposes his principles, he is no 

longer a Godwinian pure and simple; the cold, high edifice of 

intellectual abstractions which he has built for h mself has been 

undermined by "the inroads of a pass on incident" not only to "the 

female" but also to the masculine "heart . 111 Brown's intention is 

still clear. It is sti ll obvious that that very "inroad of passion' 

is meant by him to prove the danger of the doctrine. 

That this point is not clearer tcan it is seems to me to 

be due to the fact that Brown ' s plot purposes are diverted by his 

Btory teller ' s interest in the f ~ turesque elements of the yellow 

fever material , the c tching of his fancy by the conception of the 

~lluminati , and by his passionate patriotism, possibly caught from 

II 
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and certa nl fostered by William Dunlap,, which ev need itself in 

many bits of local color and geographical descriptions which were 

an innovation in Brown ' s day . 

4 • . Analysis of Characters to show Character and Scope of 

Godwinian Influence Therein . 

Just as the thesis plot effect of the story is d ssi ated 

by extraneous interests ,, so the thesis cons stency of the various 

characters in this book ls d m nished y the variety of elements 

of which they are composed . 

ORMOND 

(a) . Ormond~ apparently of the Illum nati ,, an order of 
Ii" 

which Miss Loshe g ves a sufficient account her "Early American 
11 

Novel." Brown does not identify Ormond vti th any def ni te organiza -

tion yet he asserts that that gentleman had spent half his life 

among the Cossacks and along the Danube in w ld enterpr ses of vast 

political and social import ,, 2 that he had comrnitteed atrocious 

er mes during a war w th the Turks ,, 3 that he looked for nothing 

but ev 1 ,, 4 that he was working in collus on ' th persons who aimed 

at "the subversion of all th.at has h herto been c:once ved elemen

tary and fundamental in the canst tut on of man an government , 11 5 

that he had everywhere agents and depe·ndants6 (such as the surgeon 

who operated upon Dudley's eyes ,, 7 ~ th whom he carried on 

8 epistolary correspondence apparently a out some great new poli -

------------------------------------------------------
(2) . Ormond: Ph 1 . 1887 , p . 205. 
(3). Ormond: Ph 1 . 1887 , p . 166 . 
(4). Ibid: p . 166 
(5). Ibid: p . 246. 
(6). Ibid: P • 171. 
(7). Ibid : p . 109 1 173. 
(8) . Ibid: p o 109 . 
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cal venture to be carried on in a corner of the world not hitherto 

explored. These activities Brown rather inconsistently reports as 

"schemes of an arduous and elevated nature!"g 

Upon such a questionable character , ready to assume dis-

guises at any time for the sake of gaining illicit information, a 

veritable gentleman to all superficial observers , a madman in 

battle , a crank with regard to parlor manners , and the smoothest of 

smooth agitators , - upon such a personage is grafted, 

{B Beliefs and Traits Reflecting the Following Godwinian 

Theories . 

(1 Belief in the corrupting influence of society upon 

the individual~ -:"a mortal poison pervaded the 

whole system by means of which everything received was con

verted into bane and purulence. nlO Compare this with Godwin ' 

"of what use are talents and sentiments in the corrupt widder

ness of human soc ety? It is a rank and rotten soil from 

which every finer shrub draws po son as it grows . 11 11 Ormcnd 

goes on; "the principles of the social machine must be recti

fied ; before men can be beneficially active . 1112 

In all this , both writers are of course referring to the 

present state of human society . It will be remembered that in the 

summary prefaced to Political Justice Godwin announced that "the 

most desirable condition of the human species is a state of society 11 

!twas not that he desired to do away with society altogether. 

( i!i). Law of necess ty ~ applied to ~· "Man could not 

be otherwise than a cause of perpetual operation and efficacy 

He was part of a machine , and as such had not power to w th

hold his agency . Contiguousness to other parts - that is , 

394 . ( 12 • 
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to other men - was all that was necessary to render him a 

powerful concurrent . 11 13 Wherefrom it followed that the in-

dividual could not hope to reform society . Compare with 

Godwin ' s doctrine of necessity in Political Justice , Vol . I 

Bk. IV, Ch . VII . Note a more genene. l statement by Brown on 

this same topic: "The universe was to h_m (Ormond ) a series 

of events connected by an undes gning and inscrutable neces

sity, and an assemblage of forms to which no beginning or end 

can be conceived. 11 14 

Although developing the implications of Godwin ' s doctrine 

of necessity with regard to the hopelessness of soc ety as now 

organized , Ormond of course deviates from orthodox Godwinian doc 

trine when in the context he deduces from that doctrine the pro

priety of falling back upon self-gratification as the only logical 

form of conduct . Godwin, we kno , sees in necessity a reason for 

confidence in the utility of persuasion and therefore of the im

provement of society. See his chapter on the "Implications of the 

Doctrine of Necessity." Politi cal Justice, Lond. 1798, Vol . I, 

Bk. IV, Ch. Vl!I. 

(3) Benevolent desire ~ ! constituent of human h.!EE.!.

~·15 Compare Godwin, in Poli tical Justice , Vol. I 

Bk. IV, Ch. XI, "no man reaps so copious a harvest of 

pleasure, as he who thinks only of the pleasures of other 

men." 

(4) Total disregard of~ he consideres servile et1-

quette: (refuses to use titles, Sir, Madam, Master,etc)l6 
------ ---- -- -------------------- --------------------------------
( 13). 
( 14). 
( 15). 
( 16). 

Ormond: Phil. 1887, P• 110. 
Ormond: Phil. 1887, P• 176 . 
Ibid, p. 111. 
Ibid, 
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making for cluss distinctions. Compare Godwin olitical 

Justice,Lond . 1798. Vol.11,Bk.V, Ch.Xll. on "Titles" 

which begins thus:"The case of mere titles, is so absurd, 

that it would deserve to be treated only with ridicule, were 

it not for the serious mischief they impose upon mankind."See 

also implication of the sunnnary on simplicity of manner. 

(5) Boasted sincerity and plain dealing with a sublime 

indifference to the possible uwes of tactful insincerity for 

keeping the wheels of society oiled. "In the declaration of 

his opinions he was never withheld by scruples of decorum or a 

selfish regard to his own interest. 1117 Compare Godwin's 

solemn discussion of the same virtue in a chapter by that 
18 

name . 

(6) Aversion to the recognized forms of duplicity i.e., 

lying. 19 Compare Godwin- Political Justice, Vol.1 

Bk.lV, Ch.Vl •• and note 

(7) Physical gratifications placed at the bottom of ~ 
20 

~cale of enjoyments. 

Compare Godwin's treatment of the subject in his 

chapter on "The voluntary actions of men origiate in their 

opinions." Political Justice, Vol.l, Bk. 1, Ch •• 

(8) Unconscio~! egotist!£ exalta~ of private judgrnent

as, for example, (2) Ormond's a.polo y for the murder of Con

stantia's father: "For killing him, therefore, I may claim 

your gratitude ••••••• My deed was not injurious to him. At 

his age, death whose coming at some period is inevitable,could 

not be distant . 11 21or (b) "My deed conferred a b€.nefit. 
---------------------------------------------------------------(17). Ormond: Phil. 1887, p . 117. 

(18) . Political Justice,Lond. 1798, Vol.l, Bk.11, Ch. Vl. 
(19) . Ormond, Phil . 1887, PP• 112-113. 
(20). Ibid, pp . 115,155. 

_ 21) . Ormond: Phil 1$87 • 276. ================:::;::;::::=!! 
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I ga~ him sight and took away his life, from motives equally 

wise. 1122 

All of which is, if not mo~ified by any naturally associated doc

trines, is a fairly logical deduction from an isolated Godwinian 

principle. Godwin, of course, did not intend such a doctrine to be 

isolated.23 The whole subject of the validity of private judgment 

is treated by Goawin in Political Justice, Vol. I, Bk. II, Ch. VI., , 

but the u~conscious egotism of Godwin's use of it can be observed 

in such discussions as that on the exercise of rational comparison 

of the values of two human lives. See Political Justice, Lond. 

1798, Vol. I, Bk. II, Ch. I. PP· 127-129. 

(9). Suicide~ matter of SUilt.24 

While Ormond's attitude toward the achieved suicide 

of Helena and the contemplated suicide of Constantia is 

apparently more a matter of scorn than of downright ethical 

conviction, still it does coincide with Godwin's attitude whic 

is one of wavering doubt as to its validity or invalid ty in 

many cases. See Political Justice, Vol. I, Bk. II, Ch. II. 

Appendix No. I. 

(10) "Unchangeable and strenuous" disbelief."25 

Compare with the general effect of Political Justice 

as a whole. 

(11) Principles to be enforced bz persuasion and dis

cussion.26 

Ex: Ormond hopes to change Constantia's prejudices again t 

illegal marriage by 'argument", "subtlety and persell'erance," 

and he frustrates the plans for a trip to Euro·pe because it 

------------------------------------------------------------------
( 22). 
( 23). 
( 24). 

Ormond: Phil. 1887, p. 271. 
See Pol. Justice: Lond.1798. 
Ormond: Phil. 1887, P• 276. 

(25). Ormond: Phil.1886,p.176 
(26). Ibid, p. 174. 

, lO 8 
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would snatch Constantia "from the influence· of his argument .n27 

Ormond repudiates this n the end . 

(12) . Anti- uptial Creed . 

(a) "Marriage is absurd .n28 Ormond goes on to base 

this assert on upon the fact of ".the general and incur

able imperfection of the female character . 0 (This is , of 

course , an annunication made before he meets Constantia) . 

Godwin does not say in so many words that marriage is 

absurd but he evidently means to impl just that when he 

calls it "an evil" and claims that it is based upon a 

system of fraud which prevents either young person from 
' 

finding out the other ' s character until too late . 29 

(b) Objection to Binding Character of Contract . 

"He , Ormond, could not th nk with patience of a promtse 

which no time could annul , which pretended to ascertain 

contingencies and regulate the fut1 re • 11 30 Godw n object 

to "that spec es of marriage in which there is no room 

for repentance , and to wh ch liberty and hope are equall 

strangers . 031 

(c) Belief in~ justice of qui t ng ~attachment 

Witness conversation with Helena , (Orio. P• 158,159 in 

wh ch he tells her that , for love of Uonstantia, he 11 

have no further ntercourse h her . Then read God _n' 

sanction of such action: "Gerta nl no t es ought to be 

-------------------------------------- ----------------------------
( 27) . Ibid: P • 272. 
( 28) 0 Ormond: Phil . 1887, P· 118. 
029). Pol . Justice: Lond. 1798 , ol. II , Bk . II , Ch. III , P• 507 . 

( 30) . Ormond: Phil . 1887, P• 124 . 
( 31) . Pol . Just ce: Lond. 1798, ol. II, Bk . TIII 1 Ch. VIII. P • 510 . 
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imposed upon either party, preventin~ them from quittin 

the attachment. Whenever their judgment directs them to 

quit it • 1132 

(d) Expects personal fidelity to supplement inter

course. 33 

Godwin suggests this as a probability only. Under his 
34 scheme of future society he considers it but does not 

. 35 
consider it essential. 

(e) The great thing~ intellectual equality. 

This is insisted upon in too many passages to quote. 

There is here, however, an inconsistency which is confus-

ing. Thou h unwillin to marry Helena because of her 

intellectual deficiencies, hen he f inds the om n o 

~ meet his requirements in t is his most important re

spect he still desires to avoid marriage though the main 

objection to marria e is ~one. Yet, on the hole, he 

will, like God1in,"assiduously cultivate the inter-

course of that woman whose moral and intellectual accomp

lishments strike 11h1m11 in the most po erful manner. 1130 

(f) Chafin under necessity arising f~ present 

marriage customs of puttin up with the situa

tion after disil usionment. Ormond could not bear to 

"avo , and persist in his adherence to, a falseho d, 

-------------------- · --------------------~------ --~-----Political Justice, Lond. 1798, Vol 11, Bk.Vll, Ch. Vlll. 
p. 510. 
Ormond: Phil 1887.p.119. 
Political Justice, Lond. 1798,Vol.ll,Bk.Vll,Ch.Vlll. 
p.509. 
Ibid,pp.509,511. 
Political Justice: Vol.11,Bk.Vlll,Ch.Vl l,p. 511. 
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palpable and loathsome to his understanding; to affirm II 
that he was blind, when in full possession of his senses ; 

to shut his eyes and grope in the dark , and call upon the 

compassion of mankind on h s infirmity, when his organs 

were in no degree impaired . 11 37 Godwin remarks: " In al-

most every instance they find themselves deceived . They 

are reduced to make the best of an irretrievable mistake. 

They a re led to conceive it their wisest policy, to shut 

their eyes upon realities , happy if by any perversion of 

intellect they can persuade themselves that they were 

right in their first crude opinion of each other. 11 38 

(g) . "Bissimulation and artifice were totally for

eign to it , but Ormond did not recognize the fact until 

later. The point is probably made as a dim reflection of 

Godwin ' s inveighing against hypocrisy in marriage " than 

which there is scarcely anything that more eminently 

depraves and degrades the human m nd . 11 40 

(C) . Ormond is~ Inconsistent Godwinian in tl'E:se points~in 

that he is 

(a) . Willing to accept marriage if necessary at one 

point in his career; - 41 that he 

(b) Admits - the validity of passion as to h m a greater 

good than intellectual enjoyment of Cons antia; that he 

(c) Resorts to force rather than persisting n God nian 

methods of persuasion for atta ning his ends. That 
------------------------------------------------------------------
( 37) . Ormond: Phil . 1887, P · J.24 
( 38) . Political Justice , Lond. 1798, Vol. II, Bk. TI I I, Ch. VIII. 

( 39) . 
p . 507 . 
Ormond: Phil . 1887, P· 119. 

( 40). Political Just ce , Lond . 1798, Vol. II, Bk. VI I I, Ch. VIII~ 

( 41) . 
p . 510 . 
Ormond : Phil. 1P87 , P• 174 . 
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(d) He is not open and a ove board with Constant a . 

Thr t he 

{e) Condones Helen's suicide wh le he disapproves it. 

That he 

(f) Takes life and directs murder . That he 

{g) Goes to war . That he 

(h) Makes considerations of justice and pity subservient 

to Godwinian "mistakes" as for instance in his nsistence 

on the justice of leaving Helena and his still stronger 

plea that intercourse with Constantia was to be fore her 

good - a good which aMply justified the destruction of her 

father . That he, as we have seen , 

(i) Twists the deduct ons to be made from Godwin's 

assertion of the hopelessness of the present tate of 

society nto an excuse for plac ng the d ctates of self

will before the benefit of society . 

D. Ormond~ Reflect ng ~Character_!! Caleb Will ams. 

We may assert three po nts of resemblance to Godw n ' s 

Falkland . 

(1) . He is essentially - in spite of all h s pretense 

at persuasion - a . tyrant w th respect to Helena and 

Constantia and to all others , and, 

{2)o H s control and pursuit of prey s secret. For one 

and two witness : "Ormond aspired to noth ng more ardently 

than to hold the reins of opinion,- to exerc se absolute 

power over the conduct of others , aot by constra ning 

their limbs or by extract ng obedience to his authority, 

but in a way of which his sub ects should be scarcely 

conscious . He desired that his guidance 

7.1 4 m 
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should control their steps, but that his agency, 

when most eff;__ .. ctual, should be least suspected. "42 

(3) His employment of subordinates is parallel to 

that of Falkland. Craig corresponds to Grimes irl 

usableness and depth of iniquity. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
(42t. Ormond: Phil. 1887, P• 173. 
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CONSTANTIA: 

A. Godwinian Elements in Portrayal of Constantia. 

(1). Utter frankness, no resorting to" hite lies:" 

"visitants were hated by the father because his dignity 

was hurt by communication with the vulgar. The daughter •• 

bad no pride to subdue, and therefore never escaped from 

ell-meant importunity at the expense of politeness arxi 

good-humour."1 Godwin has much to say of the good humour 

which will naturally follow the adoption of sincerity and 
2 frankness by society. Ce r tainly Constantia is represent 

ed a dozen times as being entirely straightforward ith

out loss of tact. 

(2). Faith in the po sibilities of development of 

human nature as, for exa ple, in that of Cr ig horn he 

refr aines from upbraiding, for embezzling her father's 

fortune, on the groun that He may no b honest or te 

1ng to honesty, arxi my interference ma cast h m b c 

or impede his progress. 113 All of wh ch is compara le o 

Godwin's doctrine of perfectibility. 

(3). Scrupulous regard for ises,4 

in times of plague hen the de nds of a ha -he rted 

landlord seems most unjust, in for her Ormo 's x spe 

ed, 'I know she'll do what she pr 1 e • That as al ys 

her grand failing 5 

--~------------------------------------ ------------(1). 
(20. 
(3). 
( 4). 
(5). 

Ormond: Phil. 1887, p. 31. 
Pol. Justice: Lond. 1798, ol. Bk. 
Ormond: Phil. 1887, P• 93. 
Ormond: Phil. 1887, PP• 37,38, 93. 
Ibid: p. 93. 

Ch p 
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( 4) . Persuasion is he1· cho.racte:r s c method of defense 

and accomplishment . Examples are numberless but one will 

suffice . Hear ng that Ormond has rudely turned Helena 

away , "Constant a exhorted h m, in the most earnest and 

pathetic ~anner , to re urn an recant , or extenuate , h s 

former declaration . 11 6 The po nt s , in connection w th 

so natural methods , that they pass n the book as unusual 

effect ve . Helena , twill be remembered , is not capable 

of he offices of a vocate for herself an so sends 

Constantia as interce~sor on account of her super or 

abilities . 

(5) . Conversat on is her chief employment7 - an outstand 

ing characteris ic of the man Godw n and an occupat on of 

the m nd of which he has much to ,ay in a 1 h s novels as 

well as n Polit cal Just ce where he asserts that it s 

one of "the most fert le sources of 
8 

mprovement .' 

(6) . The so- called 'higher pleasures 11 of Go n an fame 

are notably Constant a ' s . Poetry , accounts of travel , 

homely benevolence (not even car_catur ed by the o ern 

t tle of social serv c , study (Veroni ' s I al an grarmnar 

here takes the place of the Della Cru ca Diet onary of 

which the cons ant reference n eland a peals to 'i s 

Loshe ' s humor , 9 ormond ' s vast .or zons, - all these con

stitute , ~ i th the conversati on they enta 1 , her "higher 

life ." nd at the surrm t of th_s 1 ' Pleasure n the 

gen us an eloquence of her fa hPr , nour shed y perpet

ual exerc ses and und verted from ts purpose y the 

intrus on of v sible ohjects rightly affor e her a de -
---- --------------------------------------------------------------
~61 I ( 7) . 

----

-ermond : Ph 1 . 1887 , P• 27 . 
Ibid : p . 164 

( 8 ). 

9 

Pol . Justice: Lontl . 1798, 
·u . 2 , Bk. I!I , Ch . VITI , p . 505 
~ee ~so Ormond : fb11 . 1RR7 
pp • 7 - 31 . 7.19 4m 
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light in comparison w tn h c 

mean . nlO 

er plea 

(7) . Est mation of the comparative values of d fferent 

person ' s lives appears for an instant when • Dudley and 

Constantia quest on the safety of attending the r neighbor , 

~ary iston, during the yellow fever plag e but God n's 

better doctr ne of the pleasure derived fr m a benevolent 

action quite naturally settles the quest on for her (aided, 

of course, by the ra ional cons deration that, dtring such 
1 

a time , the per od of the r o n live was uncertain an ay . 

(8) . Rational control of her con uct r her than ving ay 

to mood or feeling is emphasized n ,he portra al of Constan 

tia 1 s character . Dur ng the dayo of her fat er's affluence, 

when she had refused a lover beca e of her routh, 'The 

prescriptions of duty" ha een "too clear to allo her to 

hesitate and aver ,' although "the c ns'iousne of recti-

tude could not secure her fro temp ~ vex t ns . •12 

Later , in Ormond ' s da , she 1 ht lo e th u he sanction 

of her judgment; ut , h le destitute of t sanct on , she 

13 
would never suffer it to s ay her con uct . 

(9) • .,arr age 

tia ' s . 

(a) Justiflca 

affect ons 

on 

an 

(b " atrimon al 

of marr age nl 'co 

op ' n ons .' 1 

as e 1 as every o er h 

th an a ful or v n 

n Conste.n-

n ty o ... 

n uty as 

nction. 1115 
disconnecte 

(ia):-~;;~~d~-~11:-1887~-~:-28:------------------------------------
< 11) Ibid: p . 44 . 
(12) . Ib d: p . 21 . 
(13). Ib d: p . 177 
(14)I id , p . 177. Co~pare P· 82. 
( 15) . Ibid: p. 175 
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(E). Possibility of Influence of the Memoirs on Ormond. 

The Memoirs were written in the early part of the year 

1798 and published that same year in London. If it can be proved 

that they came out early enough to have reached America before 

December, the month in which Brown composed O!'JTlond, we may be 

justified in calling attention to a resemblance between Ormond 

and Godwin himself - a resemblance which may, indeed, have been 

brought to Brown's mind by oral cormnunication of the facts in 

Godwin's life which were paving the way for St. Leon. Different 

as the conclusion of their lives may be, the change of attitude 

toward woman after meeting "the right one" makes an interesting 

bit of coincidence. 

71 4m 
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5 . Godwinian Theories with which Brown's views seem to --
Coincide. 

1. Law is an evil. The following quotations show 

{a) Brown 's attitude towards lawyers. "It was hie (Mr . Dudley's ) 

lot to fall into the grasp of men who squared their actions by no 

other standard than law, and who esteemed every claim to be incon-

testably just that could plead that sanction. They did not throw 

him into prison. When they had despoiled him of every remaant of 

his property, they deemed themselves entitled to his gratitude for 

leaving his person unmolested." 43 (b) Elsewhere Brown refers to 

"the rubbish of law , " its "endless tautologies, its irn ertinent 

circuities, its lying assertions and hateful artifices."44 Again 

(c) he refers to the inadequacy of law which must be bought ,45 to 

(d) its delay.46 Compare all this with Godwin's general attitude, 

II not enlarged upon as specifically as some of his doctrines. to be 

sure, but wrapt up with h s conception of government as executive 

in function rather than legislative.47 

2 0 Opulence is, in general, to be desired an povertY, 

deprecated not for intrinsic qualities in the t o states, but be

cause the one may lead and the other will probably not lea to that 
48 

leisure whic~ makes possible the cultivation of taste and culture. 

3. The deleterious effect of soc ety upon ~ 

individual is mentioned specifically in only one place: Sophia 

Westyn calls upon a distant relative of Constantia's and finds her 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
( 43). 
(44). 
(45). 
( 46). 
( 47). 
( 48). 

Ormond: Phil . 1887, P• 16. 
Ormond: Phil. 1887, PP• 18-19. 
Ibid, PP• 89,90. 
Ibid, PP • 89,90. 
Pol . Justice: London . 1798, Vol . I, Bk. III. 
Ormond: Phil, 1887, PP• 10,17,19,20,81,85,86,170,171,223,etc. 
and Political Justice: Lond. 1798, Vol. I, Bk. IV. Ch. XI. 
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"an artless and attractive female, npolished and undeprrved by 

much intercourse with mankind. 1149 

4. "Justice and compass on~ the fruit of knowledge ," 

says Brown,"The misery that overspreads so large a part of mankind 

exists chiefly because those who are able to relieve it do not know 

that it exists. Forcibly to paint the evil, seldom fails to excite 

the virtue of the spectator and seduce him into wishes, at least, 

if not into exertions , of beneficence . 11 50 Tb.is doubling the signi

ficance of justice or of compassion by identifying it with knowledg 

we have already found discussed in Political Justice, in the 

chapters on Motive, on Good and Evil, on Benevolence, and so forth. 

6. Anti-Godwinian Elements in Brown ' s Point of Vier. 

1. Lack of religious training~~ defect in Constan

tia's education is treated in pages 175-78. Godwin bad been bitter 

against the chur~hes and priests because of hat he considered an 

injustice to the adolescent mind in giving it a bias which no out

side influence ought to give. Regarding the permanent in hlUllan 

institutions as abhorrent, he apparently feared that the applica

tion of so-called eternal principles, such as permanent institu

tions like the church and family stand for, to the malleable human 

mird would cut mind off from vision and research which it might, 

if unmolested, pursue . Brown's point is that, aside from the com

fort of it, religion is an antidote for schemes like Ormond's. 

Constantia "was unguarded," he sa s, "in! point where, if not her 

whole yet doubtless ~ principle securitz ~ strongest bulwark 

would have existed. 51she was unacquainted with reli ion. She as 
------------------------------------------------------------------(49). 
( 50) • 
( 51). 

Ormond: Phil. 1887. p. 2~0. 
Ormond: Phil. 1887. P• 2~8. 
The Italics are mine. 
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1th her present life. atr1rnon1 1 as 11 as ev r o h r hum n 

duty as isconnected n her rn n w th an ful or d vin 

She formed her est mate o good an ev 1 on noth n ut ter s tr 
I 

and v a ble consequences. 

" Th a efect in her character she owe 

system of education . 52 That her hab ts r ther than her opin on 

were undevout , Brown cont nues , ma acccunt for her nd f nc • 

"Her good sense forbade her to eel efor n iry, but h r 

modes of study a d reflection ere for gn to , n nf 

for , h s species o d scu on. H r m nd 1 om c lle to 

med! ate on th s , an , h n I h r re p lon 

re gue and o scure •. o ob ect n h her h ch h 

occup e ere ca.lcalate to ugge t to h r h 0 

1 t t 83 ''Tt nves t on an cer a n y . g n , - m 

ho eve reluctantly , thu rn ch cone rn • Ho v r 

un ntly endo e n other r pee I tr ng r o 

fel c t an excellence flo r r 1 5 

La er , h n Soph 

n a reg 1 r orgy of p et 

t urn n r tor , h ul 

h h PP r 0 

nd as e rn out of h Br n' 

an rate she get r vel OV r t , Br n 

ut co ar ble mp lee n t 1- or r 

tory . ...r.. n h c h 

1 , ho ever , nter st n n t , uncon c 

ntended crit c sm of on , t on 0 pl 0 

r 

n' 

----------------------------------------------------------------
(52) . 
( 53) . 
( 54) . 

rmon : h 1 . l 
rmond: Ph 1. 1 

Orn.o d: h 1. 1 

p. 175 . 
P • 1 5-1 6 . 

, P• '"'6. 

I 
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doctrines of necessity, benevolence , and affection. "I am not 

unaware," she says, "of the divine superintendence,- of the claims 

upon my gratitude and service which pertain to my God. I know that 

all physical and moral agents are merely instrumental to the pur

pose that he wills; but, though the great Author of being and feli

city must not be forgotten, it is neither possible nor just to over 

look the claims upon our love with which our fellow-beings are 

invested. 

The supreme love does not absorb, but chastens and 

enfor~®, all subordinate affections. In proportion to the recti

tude of my perceptions and the ardour of my piety, must I clearly 

discern and fervently love the excellence discovered in my fellow

beings, and industriously promote their improvement and felicity. 1155 

2. Implied criticism of the doctrine of private 

judgment when carried to its logical extreme, as in the case of 

Ormond who considers that the wrong he is about to do Constantia 

is for her own good56 although he admits that as a result she "will 

grow enamoured of death. 1157 It may be said of this particular 

example, as of most of the other plot examples of the same thing, 

that Brown's critic sms (us ng the words in this special sense) is 

of the doctrine of private judgment taken w thout the modif cat on 

Which Godwin makes in a (to say the least) decidedly nconsp cuous 

way when he says, later in Political Justice, that pr vate judgment 

must test itself by comparison with the ju gment of the many•. 

3. Marriage is a point on which Brown and Godwin 

differ, not with r· spect to the desirab lity of mutual attraction 

and suitability, intelligence, and real knowledge, each party of th 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
(55). 
(56). 
( 57). 

Ormond: Phil. 1887, P• 217. 
Ormond: Phil. 1887, P• 272. 
Ibid, P• 252. 
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I In th_s passage Brown comments on Ormond' s metaphor thus: "Ormond 

was partly right. Madness like death can be averted by no foresight 

or previous contrivance. This probably is one of its character s-

tics. He that w tnesses its influence on another w th most horror , 

and most feT'Vently deprecates its ravages, snot therefore more 

safe. This circums t.ance was realized in the h story of Ormond. 1161- 2 

In other words, Brown seems to be tr,ring to shoVI in the 

story of th s book that the mere presence of passion in the orld , 

human nature being what it s, makes Godwin's anti-marriage thesis 

I dangerous and absurd. He subscribes to the concomitant theories but 

not to t ha t which constitutes Godwin's ma n ssue w th the existing 

institution. 

------~------------------------------------------------------------
(61 • 
( 62). 

01•mond: Ph 1. 1887, p • 156 • 
The Italics are mine. 
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EDG R HUNTLEY 

I The story : 

Huntley writes the s cry or the e.nefi t of t t.- s ster of 

his .rie d ,,aldegre1.ve who has recentl een murdere y an unkno n . 

Huntley's suspi ions .resent y fall upon a man h m he scovers 

half-nake in the ~oonlight , dig _ng an e ping un er an old elm. 

near the habitation of his ne gh )or Inglef'eld ho lives some miles 

from Huntley ' s uncle . Buntley di covers tha he an s a slee 

ialker an s amazed at the length of h·s long m rch nto the ild

erness be~ond iorwalk and up to the very mou of a cave nt hlch 

the man d sappears an does not return altho gh Huntley aits for 

him til dawn . Somet me after, .unt e i ent f es the man as one 

Clithero, a farm han on Inglef el ' s ce, and accuses h m of the 

murde a egrave . Cl thero's break- o n and sto const tute the 

first half of the book. 

Clithero perce ve that his o gu lty con ence i m 

ing him act like the m r er r he e h m elf o e u not the 

mur er untle e iere h rn to be. To e forced in elf- efen 

to te 1 h s tory seems to h m the ve ref nemen of orture for n 

Europe he had in self- defense K lle e n r e f h s a ro-

ness, one U'S . L rm r, an the f h r f lar ce t horn, ough 

Mrs. Lorimer's good wil and actual arrangement, he had become 

engaged in spite of their vel"".'r gr at di er nee in rank. 

Though ust f e in itself as a matter of self- defense , 

the killing assumes enormous proport one hen, on the a home to 

rs. Lorimer ' s house, Clithero reflects t t rs. Lor_mer has al a s 

begged that .hatever happened they should not harm her brother;-

this for two reasons: 

71 • 
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(1) a sentiment1l adorat i on of him whom she knew to be 

a rogue and worse and 

(2) her belief that because of the mingling of their 

fates by birth, he could not die without her spirits 

being in some mystic way apprized of it and dyin to • 

In a sudden access of energy , Clithero hastens home , 

penetrates into Mrs . Lorimer ' s apartments , and parts the curtains 

of her bed to see whether her prognostications have been fulfilled . 

The woman behind the curtains breat~es regularly; she is alive ! 

Then it occurs to him that her agony will be intense when she awake s 

and hears that Clarice ' s beloved has killed her own adored brother; 

he reflects that such news will kill her , and- the impulse comes 

to save her from mental torture by death . He picks up a convenient 

dagger(a dngger as naively convenient as the pen-knife in ~ ieland 

and a like instrument in Ormond) and lifts his arm. The blo·if is 

averted by a command as effective as Garwin ' s "Hold~ b t this 

time it comes from a oman- ~rs . Lorimer herself - ho has been 

sleepln in anot~er room. Clarice wakes up in the bed before whic 

he stands,Clarice horn he had supposed miles a y on a v sit to a 

friend . Explans.tions are demanded ut Clithero , "ithout prefacin 

his announcement by an account of the circumstances, merely tells 

Mrs . Lorimer that he has killed her brother . She sinks to the 

floor and Clitherto flees believibg tha fo r so killin~ her brother 

and by telling her of it he is as lty of her mur er a f he 

had actually thrust the dagger into her person. Clithe o had come 

to America and had, in his sleep , buried and reb ried a manu cript 

book- his only memento of his adored ~rs . Lorimer , hich she had 

once written in defense of her conduct toward the earlier cri es 

of her brother , all of which however has nothin to do 11th Bro n ' s 

7.111 4m 
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story. 

After reciting all this to Huntley , Clithero disappears 

leaving Huntley no wiser than before as to the identity of Walde

grave 's murderer . Pitying Clithero's sorrows and determined to pla 

the benefactor of the evilly-pursued rather than the part of the 

avenger, Huntley hunts Clithero out in the wilderness, brings him 

food, leaves him his precious manuscr_pt (which he has dug up by wa 

of verifying Clithero's tale) , and has one of the greatest adven

tures in local color which Brown's _magination ever produced - the 

experience during a howling storm of loolcng into the eyes of a 

panther crawling toward him a.long a tree trunk which is Huntley's 

only avenue of escape across the tremendous chasm which separates 

him from home. "The evils of my present circumstances," Huntley 

remarked in telling the tale,"consisted ch_efly in suspense." It 

is the only bit of humor in the book and it is absolutely uncon-

scious. 

The mystery of the disappearance from a secret drawer in 

Huntley's cabinet of a pac{et of let t ers written by the murdered 

aldegrave and the mystery of footsteps heard n the attic of the 

house V1hen no one is known to have entered t is not cleared up 

when the scene shifts and Huntley is consciousness of be ng bruishe 

and lacerated and of lying on some strange stony bed in utter dark

ness. The place turns out to be the bottom of a cavern in which he 

wanders, t seems to h m for days, an n wh ch he would have died 

had he not killed a panther and drunk h s bloo in the dark. 

Accidentally he comes upon an opening to the cavern but the way is 

impeded by four sleep ng Ind ans, armed and lying bet~een the door 

and a b ound and tethered wh te g rl whose groans are piteous to hea 

The wa~eful guard goes out for a m nute, Huntley p cks up h s hat-

follows h_i_m to the cavern and sla s h m v thout waking the 
-.......... - 7.10.4m 
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others . After some del:Jberat on he returns to the cavern, rescues 

the girl without waking her Ind an guard , and carries her to a dis 

tant hut . The Indians pursue h m. He kills three but the g rl has 

been serious_y injured and when a rescue partr appear she s remove 

and he wakes up from a fainting fit to f nd h mself once more alone 

and VJeak from hunger e.nd wounds . In s te of all that he has 

he survives the k ll_rg of another Ind an , a walk of many m'les 

through a massacre - scarred country and survives a w ld leap from a. 

mountain-side into a r ver an a long swim in the c~ ater to avo d 

the shower of bullets wh ch a pursu ng band pour into the stream. 

Afra to go home through dreaC of find ng true a rumor 

that his uncle and s sters have been killed by the In ians , he 

explores an empty house in the ·oods a discovers upon an apparent 

ly recently deserted desk the bundle of letters whose d sappearance 

had ~revious to his recent adventures caused h m so much d smay . 

Their presence here s now ex)lained b~ Sarsefield, Huntley ' s boy

hood tutor , who had prev _ously been recognized by Huntle n 

Clithero ' s tale as the lover of rs . Lor mer . s ex lanat ons serv 

to uni e the two stor es - Clithero 's and Hun le ' s - for he roves 

to Hunt ey that r:rs . Lor!mer has not d ed ut has ecome h s o n 

fe, ard s, ·1th Clar ce , now .in Amer ca; that he , 

had come to see Huntley at his uncle s hot se , .. at the un e of 

letters bad been found n t e att c of h s house , ut Hun _ey a 

judged to have walked n his s ee an to have pu them there lm-

untle d d not a pear at home ~n the morn 
" 

self , and that w en g , 

and ne s of an Ind an upr ng had come, a earch pa •tr had been 

or an zed to subdue the Ir. ans an to look for Hunt ey; tha~ t 

ncle had been killed n an encounter i th the savages an that 

71 .4 
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Huntley , when found, had been given up for dead. When a party had 

returned for h s corpse and no corpse had been found , consternation 

had reigned . 

The story ends with the happy nev.1s that the s sters are 

safe and with the unhappy endeavors of Huntley to reconc le Sarse

field to the idea that C ithero is not reall,,,r an object of pity. 

Huntley's belief in the ntegrity of Clithero is strengthened by 

the confession of the queen of the Indians that she had killed 

aldegrave , but Clithero's own mad threats to go to New York and 

kill rs . Lor mer end in Huntley's apprising Sarsefield of danger 

and in Clitheros final escape from the prospect of de.tent on in a 

mad house by suicide in the ocean. 

A minor incident not eas ly connected · th the main story 

thread is the arr val of one Weymouth ho successfully claims 

seventy-five hundred dollars which he says a degrave had been 

holding n trust for him. The money ha been turned over to a:de " 

grave's sister after h s a ath and was to be the fcundatlon of an 

earlier marriage with Huntley than wou a have been poss le other-

w se . 
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. ~ Make-!!£ of the Story. 

We have seen enough by now to understand why, though he 

wrote nothing in the manner of the modern mystery-story, Brown has 

been called the father of tre American detective story . 1 Edgar 

Huntly, like Wieland and Arthur Mervyn, has its wonder ball; sleep

walking is substituted for ventriloquism: it cannot take its place 

however and there is a curious calm in the manner in which the 

characters themselves regard what Brown evidently considers a thrill 

ing novelty a.~ong the explanatory phenomenon of literature . Causa

tion being sufficiently varied, we might expect an exciting chain of 

incidents and we find the plot circle nearly whole : Clithero con

scious of pursuit by Hunt ly, unconsciously pursuing Sarsefield; Sar

sefield unconscious of pursuit of Clithero , consciously pursuing 

Hunt y: Huntly consciously pursuing Clithero , unconsciously pursue 

by Sarsefield. Queen Mab of Indian persuasion is at once the stick 

that rolls the hoop and the spoke in the wheel . Her act of murder 

causes the beginning of the story and her confession all but stops 

it. Clithero's violent intentions toward Mrs.Lorimer keeps the 

story revolving in much t~e crazy way a spinning wheel obbles be

fore it finally falls to the ground. Yet there is no special inter

est in either the chase or the finale . Use is made of vario s un

expected parallels,-the discovery of two sleep walkers instead of 

one,two murders where one might have been looked for t 0 h d en 

t " t" f reasures(though neither the monu.~en o 
U's. Lo imer' s genius ncr 

the packet of letters have any value for the plot),t o marvelously 

constructed hiding places- a secret dra er and a cabinet without 

apparent openin~ ; even two drop-curtains- Europe for Clithe:r;>0's 

drama, the wilds of Pennsylvanian America for Huntly ' s farce- and 

7.1 .4m 
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still the story is unsatisfactory. 

!Q. MORAL: 

It is marred by no forced eighteenth century moral. In his 

introduction Brown does indeed ref er to himself as a "moral painter" 

: yet no definite moral is pointed as in Wieland . The outstanding 

moral problem of the book is the one made familiar to us in the 

first novel: Is or is not the perpetrator of a criminal act to be 

condemned if his motive is pure? In the earlier novel some definite 

stand was taken with regard to the question and the author's criti

cism was incorporated 1n the coneeption of tragedy treated by the 

plot. In Edgar Huntly no definite plot use is made of the problem. 

Huntly harks back to it again and again 1n an agonized sort of way 

but Brown himself seems not to have made up his mind as to what 

the rights of the case might be. Had he been sure of his grotmd, 

or had he cared enough to answer the question, he could have handed 

out plot comfort and solace - plot compensation - to the benevolent 

criminal or he could have punished him appropriately and let tho 

question go at that. In~tead he merely announces at the close of 

the book that Clithero was "perverted" - insane - which means 

simply this , that Brown is deliberately avoiding the issue. Had he 

wished to satirize Godwin's theory he had here a perfectly good 

chance to show up the inherent sentimentality of God in's attitude 

toward crime and criminals b showing how his characteristic state 

of mind with regard to them ma.y lead, as in Clithero's case, to 

actual insanity or, as in Huntly's, to making the lif'e of the would• 

be benefactor of criminals one long fools-errand. That is what the 

book actually does for Godwin's cause but there are no grounds for 

believing that Brown was conscious of the slant he suggests. 
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the purpose as ell . or1 or of r ccount 

for his presence in America and for the grief hich o Huntl to 

uppo e him aldegrave ' s slayer, but perse ut1on ould hav coo 

lished the same thing . Huntly 1 s God 'ni debate on th pro ri t 

of killing the Indians in the cave mi t have resulte in treg d : 

the Indians might 1 thout any debate ~ !J:! have kill d !!.!.....• But 

Huntly's cogitations make no difference ir. hat hap ns . ot 

of this material makes an vital difference in hat hap ns . 

2 . Its use is merel like that of a color sc in a 

picture . The key ma be high or lo • It matters 11ttl • It 1 

thou Brom had merel had the habit of painting c act r of 

God inian shade and had here pt on doing o - 1rres ct or 

necessit • This us of philosophical er ed as th 

character ithout letting that ere d p o r into 

ghastl a ea.knees in the boo d vorc o b 

real life ; it i a fault or gl 1 0 

author of three as stro boo r nd 

3 . Occasio. 1 u e of God 0 c 0 

is disc ered, notabl the 0 

prop rt , 4 and conte 

GOD 

The onl r o r OU 

0 c o.c er not cor l t d ot 

3 Edgar Huntl Phil . 188? P 
4 . Ibid. p 150 
5 . Ibid . p. 43. 
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hand material; and Clithero and Huntly who are simply varying types 

of the would-be benefactor. Huntly is of course given fuller 

development, but the monotonous similarity of their ideas, except 

on the grand theme of condemnation of the criminal, is marked. 

Weymouth : Godwin:i.an. Tendencies Reflected In 

1. Appreciation of "spontaneous justice"6 a ' ontrasted to 
I 

the "coercion of law" in Huntly~s and Miss Waldegraves probable 

dealings witb him. 

2. Consideration of his own money as property to which he 

who needs it most bas the right. "I will candidly acknowledge that, 

as yet, it is uncertain whether I ought to give ought to receive, 

even should Miss Waldegrave be willing to give it. I know my own 

necessities and schemes, and in what degree this money would be 

subservient to these; but I know not the views and wants of others, 

and cannot estimate the usefulness of this money to thern. 117 Compare 

this with Godwin's : "This property I have no right to dispose of 

at my caprice: every shilling of it is appropriated by the laws of 

morality. 118 · or 11 It follows upon the principals of equal and im

partial justice, that the good things of the world are a common 

stock, upon which one man has as valid a title as another to dra 

for what he wants. It appears in this respect, as formerly it 

appeared in the case of our claim to the forbearance of each other, 

that each man has a here., he limit and termination of which is 

marked out, by the equal sphere of his neighbor. 119 and " e have in 

reality nothing that is strictly speaking our own. 1110 
-------- -------------------------------------------------------------

• Edgar Huntly : Phil 1887. P• 145. 
8. Political Justice : Loul.. 1798. Vol I, Bk. II, Ch. V P• 169. 
7. Edgar Huntly : Phil. 1887. P• 145. 
9. Ibid. Vol. II Bk. VIII, Ch. I. P• 423. 

lo. Ibid. Vol. I Bk. II, Ch. v. p. 162. 
lo. See also Vol. I Bk II, Ch. II p. 135. previously cited. 
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2. The control of life by the mind. At that point in the 

story where , after the death of Waitte, it occurs to Clither that 

Mrs. Lorimer may even now be dead, he reasons that , suppose the con

nection of her fate with her brother ' s ~ all a matter of imagina

tion, "Who knows not the cogency of faith? That the pulses of life 

are at the connnand of the vill? The bearer of these tiding will be 

the messenger of her death. 1133 This is but Godwin's sug est ion of 

the influence of mind on matter- a conception which, it will be 

remembered, Godwin was very anx:ous to have the reader understand 

to be merely a " conjecture" and no an ntcgral part of his leading 
34 argument . Clither o ' s use of the word 11 ill 11 may be taken to mean 

"mind" in general . Godwin, as is well known, d d not consider will 

35 as a separate faculty . In ho far Godwin anticipates Ribot and his 

school I am not sure , but Brown seems not to take the distinction 

seriously . 

3 . Belief that the Characters of men are to be traced to 

their environment . The vices of t:rs. Lorimer ' s son Clithero 

attributes, in his capacity as tutor, to "his condition11
•
36A.fter 

giving him credit for"the large share of excellence whi"h he really 

possessed" ,he asserts: "that his character was not un lemi hed prove 

only that no exertions coul preserve him from the ice that in 

herent in wealth an rank, and which flow from the spect cl of uni

versal depravity. 1137This is only another ay of stat n hi bel ef 

that 
4. Luxury is depraving . God in is careful to distin h 

between different definitions of the term. Clithero uses the term 

in the sense generally accepted in Political Justice as something 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
(33) . Edgar Huntly : Ph 1. 1887.P• 73 . 
(34) . Political Justice; Lond.1798.Vol.ll,Bk.Vlll Ch.lX Appendix 
(35) . Ibid . Vol.l,Bk.lV,Ch. Vll, p . 251 . p.529. 
(36). Edgar Huntly: Phil . 1887. p.37. (37) . Ibid. 

=================================1~1;;:::;:4dl 
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accessible only to the few and not contributing to the greatest 

good.38 

5. Leisure and independence. re thoroughly appreciated as 

by all Brown's other semi-Godwinians.39 

6. "Freedom of choice and exercise of understanding" might 

not be infringed upon in the matter of marriage. 40 This is of course 

implied in Godwin's whole treatment of the subject. 

N.B. Godwin's theory of~ dut_I of estimating~ compara

~ value ~ life is recalled an absurdly sentimental interpreta

tion of that theory when Clithero considers that, since Wiatte was 

more precious than he to Mrs. Larimer, he had "failed in the moment 

of trial" and "from a contemptible and dastardly regard to" his own 

safety had killed Wiatte in unthinking selfprotection. 1141 

Huntly 

1. Necessitz is, as compared to Clithero's use of the Jord, 

comparatively Godwinian in concept. "I once imagined', says Huntly, 

"that he who killed \' aldegrave inflicted the greatest possible in

jury on me. That was an error, which, reflection has cured, ere 

furtively laid open to my view, and events, with their consequences , 

unfolded, I might see reason to embrace the assassin as my best 

friend. Be comforted. 1142 This, however llse it may look, is reallY, 

falling back upon a philosophy of predetermined inter-relat·o 01 

events. The conception comes out more clearly in the folio ing 

reflection: "Every man, not himself the victim of irretrievable 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
38. Political Justice : Lond. 1798. Vol II Bk VIII Ch VII p. 492. 

Also Ibid p. 57, 491. 
29. Example Edgar Huntly : Phil. 1887 P• 39. 
40. Ibid .p. 44. 
41. Ibid. p 72. 
42. Ibid. p. 32. 
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disasters, perceives the folly of ruminating on the past, and of 

foste r ing a grief which cannot reverse or recall the decrees of an 

innnutable necessity; but every man who suffers is unavoidably 

shackled by the errors which he censures in his neighbor, and his 

eff orts to relieve himself are as fruitless as those \Vi th which he 

attempted the relief of others'!43 Or again: 11.But what power was it 

that called me from the sleep of dea th just in time to escape the 

merciless knife of this enemy? Had my swoon continued till he had 

reached the spot, he would have effectuated my death by ne wounds 

and torn away the skin from my brows. Such are the subtle threads 

on which hang the fate of man and of the Universe!" 44 This last 

is, of course, a bit more like the usual metaphorical substitute 

for the philosophic "necessity". 

2. Dislike of indirection and lying ~ characteristically 

Godwinian. 11 Why", he asked ihen he realized ho much he anted to 

know whether Clithero had murdered aldegrave, 11 '/hy should I procee 

like a plotter? Do I intend the injury of this person? A generous 

Pµt'pose w~ll surely excuse me from descending to artifices. There 

are two modes of dra ing forth the secreta of another,- by open and 

direct means and b circuitous and indirect. hy scruple to adopt 

t he former mode? lhy not demand a conference, an state m doubts, 

and demand a solution of them, in a manner orthy of a benef 1cent 

purpose?"45 To abruptly ask a man hether he haS. murdered uch and 

such a one is not the usual procedure hen one is trying to track 

down a murder mystery- but the method is entirely satisfactory to 

Huntly who approaches Clithero in a perfectly gentlemanlike manner: 

" ~ y suspicions are vehement. How can they be other ise? I call 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
43. :Edgar Huntly : Phil. 1887. p. 106. 
44. Ibid. p. 193. 
45. Ibid. p. 17. 
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(46). Edgar Iu tl . Ph l . 1 , . 3 e 0 . 144 . . 
(47 Ibid , P· 147 , ;3ee also p. 148 . 

• 
( 48) . Ibid : • 91 . 
(49 Pol . K istice: Lond . 17 8 , 1 . I , Bk . J.. , C\). . I . 162. . 
(50). ::dgar Huntly : Ph 1 . 1887 P• 273. 
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f the author who changes the plot-controling passion of his hero 

the story has well begun and from purely sentimental reasons. 

12. Benevolence is the prime mover of the action. As it 

the prime mover of the plot in ma.king Huntly's main purpose 

he relief of Clithero~s mind from insupportable error, so it also 

ontrols the details of incident and character. It accounts for 

'nstance~ for Huntly 1 s taking food to Clithero when he was immured 

wilderness, for his hastening, Ossler-1iise, the death of an 

dying in agony, for turning aside to hunt out a woman who 

ppeared to be the victim of massacre. 

That benevolence as the prime plot-mover, which attempted 

r emoval of error in Clithero's brain, was a misguided benevolence 

the cause of error is confessed in a letter to Sarsefield at the 

end of the book: "I have erred, not through sinister or malignant 

~ntention~, but from the impulse of misguided, indeed, but Powerful 
I 58 
' enevolence. 11 

Huntly~s own estimation of his error of benevolence in the 

words "I shall not escape your censure, but I s rJAll, like ise, gain 

11your compassion." remind us of the great moral problem in • ieland:-

11 Is the benevolent err ing person to be condemned i f .!!_is motive 
• 

are pure? mhe question is clearer when Huntly, making i t Objective 

instead of subjective, applies it to Clithero. "Is it possible," he 

asks, "to regard this person with disda in or animosity?"59 In 

analysing the case he insists first upon the necessity of reserving 
60 

judgment until Clithero 1 s motives are understood. Then he proceeds 
--------------- -------------- -- ------ - - ------ --- -

58. Edgar Huntly : Phil. 1887. P• 277. 
59. Ibid. p. 88. 
60. Ibid. p. 31. 
61. Ibid. p. 88. 
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to build up a defense for Clithero around two fundamental ideas: 

(1) tha t "the crime originated in those limitations which nature has 

imposed upon human faculties 1161 and (2) tha t "proofs of a just 

intention are all that are requisite to exempt us from blame. 1162 

These, he says, are "the conclusions to be dravm by dispassionate 

observers 1163 and the last is meant to be contrasted with Clithero's 

own view that th9ugh his intents were noble and compassionate, this 

was of "no avail to ~ree him from the imputation of guilt. 1164 Now 

we found in our discussion of this same question in Wieland that 

Godwin does not permit mere benevolence of intention to blind him 

to the wickedness of a wicked deed: "Intentions", he says, "will 

not do alone. In deciding the merits of others, we are bound, for 

the most part, to prolrned in the same manner as in deciding the 

jmerits of inanimate substances. Their turning point is utility. 1165 

and again, "We shall overthrow every principle of just-reasoning if 

we bestow our applause upon the most mischievous of mankind, merely 

because the mischief they produce arises from mistake . 11 66 But, 

1asks Brovm, "shall we deem ourselves criminal becaus e 1 e do not en

joy the attributes of Deity? Because our power and our lrn.o ledge 

are coni'ined by impassable boundaries?" Godwin ans ers "It was 

his duty to entertain a sincere and ardent desire for the improve-

j ment and happiness of others. ' i th this duty he probably complied. 

But it was not his duty to apply that desire to a purpose, dreadf'UJ., 1 

and pregnant with inexha us ti b _l_e _ _n:i_ s_c_h__i_e_f_ • ____ 1_ t:_~ _ t_l!.e_ ..P..:r: e_j~_i_c_e_s_ -~e-
- - -- - --- --- -------- -- --- ----· ---
61. Edgar Huntly : Phil. 1887 p. 88. 
62. Ibid. p. 88. 
63. Ibid. 
64. Ibid. 
65. Political Justice : Lend. 1798. Vol I Bk II Ch TV p. 156. 
66. Ibid. 
67. Edgar Huntly : Phil. 1887. p. 87. 
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tract reproach from an ac n to no 

he as actuate no c l ble 'n ent on , t 

no nten on · atev r? 70 - C onl re 1 ' I 

dutr to do ·rong. 171 Huntl s tr tent o 
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i.e. I should have to kill him in self-defense. 1177 

This insufferable argument is ended by the alarm which the 

clicking of Huntly's gun gives to the Indian. Huntly 's heart sinks 

Jwhile he compll,es "with what may surely be deemed an indispensable 

necessity."78 Godwin, as we know, does not regard self-protection 

as an inconsistency in his general scheme of the innnorality of 

shedding blood, but he does lay great stress everywhere upon the 

value of life which is to be regarded in the same light as property. 

The taking of life would then be s Ub ject to the same general prin

ciples as is all other property: life cannot be said to belong to 

its possessor but is at all times and in all cases to be subordinated 

to the greatest good of the greatest number. The generalizations 

here made are not to be found in many specific references in Politi

~ Justice but are my own interpretation of the meaning of the 

phi).osophy of Political Justice taken as a whole and reconstructed 

from the many passages significant for such interpretation. The 

one specific reference to the taking of life occurs in the ch.apter 

"or the conduct of War 11 ; 11 we should refrain from the unnecessary 

destiuction of a single life. 1179 This may without serious objection 

be inferred to be applicable to circumstances other than ar althou~ 

such inference is not technically permissable. 

This same passage affords another clause . hich is transferr-

able: "We should refrain from the unnecessary destruction of a 

single lifej" and we should «afford e11ery humane accommodation to 
80 

the unfortunate," who are "entitled to our kindness as men." This 

is perhaps partly responsible for Huntly's feeling it his duty to 

77. ~dgar huntly : Phil. 1887 p. 192. 
78. Ibid. 79. Political Justice: Lond. 1798. Vol II Bk V Ch XVIII p. 163. 
80. Ibid. p. 163. 
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complete the destruction of an Indian suffering the agonies of the 
81 

half-dead. 

14. War is directly and unequivocally rebuked for the first 

time in any of Brown's novels in Edgar Huntly. Huntly, after dis

patching the last Indian, throws his weapon and himself on the 

ground , 11 overpowered by the horrors of this scene." "Such", he ex-

lclaims, 11are the deeds which perverse nature compels thousands of 

rational beings to perform and to witness l Such is the spectacle, 

endlessly prolonged and diversi.fied, which is exhibited in every 

field of battle; of which habit and example, the temptations of 

gain, and the illusions of honour, will make us, not reluctant or 

indifferent but zealous and delighted actors and beholdersl 1182 

This may reflect Brown's Quaker training but it coincides ith the 

passionate protest against war which Godwin makes in Political 

Justice , Volwne II, Book V, Chapter XVI , XVII , XVIII, and XIX. 

81. Edgar Huntly Phil. 1887 p. 193. 
82. Ibid. 
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the dulling effect of over severe labour. 

4. Rational enjoyment is their great delight and their 

pride: lower pleasures are renounced, usually, for the higher 

intellectual pleasures. 

5. Conversation and persuasion are their characteristic 

weapons and means of controllir.g their environment. 

6. Frankness is a matter with them all of almost sinful 

pride, though not all are able to liwe up to their standards of 

sincerity.· 

7. Benevolence is of the essence of their virtue and, as 

Miss Loshe points out, 11Godwin' s noble man, criminal through cir

cumstances, has become criminal, also, by a deliberate theory of 

good ." 
2 

We find in Brown animadversions against 

(1) Law and lawyers. 

(2) Var. 

(3) ~ then present system of 'ducation. 

'fe discover him to be a sentimentalist of the God;inian 

stripe3 in that he, 

(1) Believes man to be the product of his environment and 

therefore (2) Tolerates error and 

(3) Makes society responsible :Cor tne social outcast. 

(4) lie idealizes the social outcast. 

(5) Applauds an excessive delicacy of feeling in his 

characters. 

(6) . .1akes them exceedingly responsive to literature, 

music , and art, and 

2. Loshe : The Early American rovel . N.Y.1907 . p.51. 
3. Compare ·ii th llen; B. Sprague: illiam God in as a Sentimental

ist. M. L.A. Vol X,\XIII , 1. ew series, Vol XXVI .l, 1918. 
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(7) lie idealizes the S mple life t OU£h po bly in not 

so obv ous and po nted a way , perhaps , as oes Godw n . ua1rnr 1 fe 

cornmeal mush , rustic arbors , the "inex~ ens ve " pleasure of conver-

. sation , preference of quiet evenings rather than formal alls and 

parties - all these are a part of Brown's sent mental programs . 

s an apostle of Godwin , the rational st , 1e find ro:n to 

be not quite so log cal as h s master , more carr ed a ay the 

excitement of imat native authorship and susceptible of n arly the 

same temptations as Godwin to stray from the prescr pt ons of a 

ph losophic system when the requisites of the tory demand t . It 

is at once apparent that e nherent neons stency an lac{ of 

system in the God nan philosophy accc nts for 6ar le an t1 st -

ed interpretat on of Godwinian ra ional ty in the novels of Bro 
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between subject and sovereign , between parent an ch ld , hus and 

and wife , give a loose and free sway to selfishness an. sensuality, 

involve the world n anarchy and steep it n blood - such philoso

phers - O how I detest them! I could wish such r;overnment to exert 

its force for their extermination, by death , by orture -" then 

looking at Godwin 1 s face , "but not h m - not th s - , no , no ! -

his conscience s good or he could not sleep thus nor look thus ! 114 

So Brown 1 s sentimental ty would throw d scord nto the 

kingdom of literature , did. not his own obvious inabil ty to handl e 

such great ph losophic problems plead our forgiveness and foster 

our forgetfulness , and were we not grateful to h m for stand ng 

out against at least one of Godw n ' s egregious errors - his doctrin 

on marriage . 

-----------------------------------
(4):--~~i~~:-;~~-~-f~-~f--~~;~~ Frederick Cooke . ond. 1815 . 
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